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TOWN COUNCIL NOTICE AND AGENDA

THE SPRINGDALE TOWN COUNCIL WILL HOLD A SPECIAL MEETING ON
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 22, 2022 AT 5:00 PM
AT THE CANYON COMMUNITY CENTER, 126 LION BOULEVARD, SPRINGDALE, UTAH
A live broadcast of this meeting will be available to the public for viewing and listening only.
Public comments for public hearing items may be made in person at the meeting or
submitted two days prior to the meeting.
**Please see the electronic login information below.

Approval of the agenda
A.

Discussion/Information/Non-Action Item
1. General discussion and announcements

B.

Administrative Action Items
1. Public Hearing - Ordinance 2022-10: Changes to the front setback requirements in the
Valley Residential and Village Commercial zones, making front setback distances
dependent on building height
2. Public Hearing - Ordinance 2022-11: Changes to the method of determining maximum
permitted density (units per acre) in the Central Commercial and Village Commercial
zones by exempting land in the regulatory floodway and in slopes of 30% and greater
grade from the density calculation.
3. Continued from June 8, 2022 - Ordinance 2022-09: Revisions to various sections of Town
Code regarding Transient Lodging regulations and enacting of a Transient Lodging
Overlay Zone
4. Public Budget Hearing - Resolution 2022-10 to open and amend the FY 2021/22 budget
5. Review and approval of the Active Transportation Plan recommendations

C.

Administrative Non-Action Item
1. Discussion of Enterprise Funds and User Rates

D.

Adjourn

This notice is provided as a courtesy to the community and is not the
official notice for this meeting/hearing. This notice is not required by
town ordinance or policy. Failure of the Town to provide this notice or
failure of a property owner, resident, or other interested parties to receive
this notice does not constitute a violation of the Town’s noticing
requirements or policies.
NOTICE: In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, individuals
needing special accommodations or assistance during this meeting should contact
Town Clerk Darci Carlson (435.772.3434) at least 48 hours before the meeting.
Packet materials for agenda items will be available on the Town website
by 5:00pm on June 17, 2022.

**Persons interested in a live broadcast of the
meeting may use the following Zoom link:
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82567265357?pwd=dWlU
WTBMRlRzNjZvcVZJcU1IeUwzZz09
Webinar ID: 825 6726 5357
Passcode: 455876
One tap mobile
US: +13462487799,,82567265357#,,,,*455876#
Dial by your location
+1 346 248 7799
+1 669 900 9128
Webinar ID: 825 6726 5357
Passcode: 455876

Memorandum
To:
From:
Date:
Re:

Town Council
Thomas Dansie, Director of Community Development
June 22, 2022
Ordinance Revision: Graduated Setback Standard

Executive Summary
The Planning Commission has researched and prepared an ordinance that will alter the setback
standards in the VR-S and VC zones for properties adjacent to SR-9. The revised standard will base the
required front setback on building height.
Background
Views of the cliffs of Zion Canyon are one of the Town’s defining features. The Commission has
determined it is important to preserve these views as new development occurs along SR9. One strategy
to preserve these views is to require taller buildings to be placed further away from SR-9.
Currently a 26 foot tall building can be placed at the minimum 30 foot front setback in VR-S and VC. The
proposed ordinance revision will require buildings greater than 18 feet in height to be placed 50 feet
back from SR-9. This will help preserve views of Zion Canyon.
General Plan Direction
The General Plan contains references about the need to protect natural features and to maintain village
character and village scale. These include:
-

Objective 2.2.1
Objective 2.2.3

Because the proposed ordinance is intended to preserve views of natural features from SR-9 and help
buildings be more complementary to the natural surroundings it will promote these objectives.
Planning Commission Action
The Commission held a public hearing on this item on June 15. There was no comment received from the
community. After deliberating on the proposed ordinance the Commission made a motion to
recommend approval of the proposed ordinance. The Commission found the proposed ordinance will
promote the goals and objectives of the General Plan by preserving views of important natural features.
The Commission’s motion of approval is reproduced below:
Motion made by Pam Inghram that the Planning Commission recommends approval of the
modifications to the setback requirement ordinance 10-9B-7, adopting graduated setback standards
based on building height in the Valley Residential S and Village Commercial zones as presented and

discussed in the June 15, 2022, Planning Commission meeting. This motion is based on the following
findings: The General Plan contains references to the need to protect natural features and to maintain
a village character and village scale. These are General Plan objectives 2.2.1 through 2.2.3. Town
surveys have also highlighted the desire of residents to preserve viewscapes. The proposed changes to
the ordinance are intended to help preserve views of natural features from SR9 by requiring new
construction along SR9 in the VC and VR S zones to be more complementary to natural surroundings by
restricting building height at the first setback to 18 feet. The proposed change promotes the goals and
objectives of the General Plan and is in keeping with the spirit of the land use ordinance. Seconded by
Kyla Topham.
Topham: Aye
Benson: Aye
Rioux: Aye
Kenaston: Aye
Inghram: Aye
Motion passed unanimously.
Town Council Action
The Council should determine whether or not the proposed ordinance revision will promote the goals
and objectives of the General Plan and is in keeping with the spirit of the land use ordinance. The Council
should make findings regarding:
-

Will altering the setback standards based on building height help preserve views of the cliffs and
features of Zion Canyon, and thereby promote the Town’s village character?
Will the proposed ordinance promote development that is consistent with the vision of the
General Plan?

Based on these findings the Council should make a motion to recommend or not recommend the
proposed ordinance revision.

ORDINANCE 2022-10
AN ORDINANCE OF THE SPRINGDALE TOWN COUNCIL ADOPTING A STEPPED HEIGHT REQUIREMENT BASED ON
FRONT SETBACK IN THE VR-S AND VC ZONES.
Whereas, the Springdale Town Council finds the viewshed from SR9 looking to the canyon walls of Zion Canyon is
critically important in establishing the Town’s unique character and setting, and this viewshed should be
preserved; and
Whereas, the Council further finds that development placed at the minimum setback with the maximum height
allowed in the VR-S and VC zones has a significant potential to impact and interrupt these views; and
Whereas, the Council desires to amend the height and setback standards in the VR-S and VC zones to help new
development preserve as much of the Zion Canyon viewshed as possible; and
Whereas, the necessary public hearings and public processes requires to amend the Town’s Land Use Ordinance
have been fulfilled;
Now therefore be it ordained by the Springdale Town Council that Title 10 of the Springdale Town Code is
amended as follows:
Section 1. The setback standard in the VR-S zone found in section 10-9B-7 is amended as follows:

10-9B-7: SETBACK REQUIREMENTS:
Each lot or parcel in the VR zone must have at least the following minimum setbacks:
A.

B.

C.

D.

Front setback:
1.

VR-S and VR-A subzones: 30 feet, except for lots three-quarters of an acre and larger with
frontage on SR9. On those lots the front setback is 30 feet for all buildings and structures 18 feet
and less in height, and 50 feet for all buildings and structures greater than 18 feet and less than
26 feet in height.

2.

VR-A subzone: 30 feet.

23.

VR-B subzone: 15 feet.

Side setback:
1.

VR-S and VR-A subzones: Ten feet.

2.

VR-B zone: Ten feet on one side of the lot and five feet on the opposite side of the lot, except
that all development on the lot must be at least ten feet away from existing development on all
adjacent lots.

Side setback; corner lots:
1.

VR-S and VR-A subzones: 30 feet.

2.

VR-B zone: 15 feet.

Rear setback:
1.

VR-S subzone: 20 feet.

2.

VR-A subzone and VR-B subzone: Ten feet.
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Section 2. The setback standard in the VC zone found in section 10-11B-6 is amended as follows:

10-11B-6: SETBACK REQUIREMENTS:
The following minimum setback requirements apply to each lot or parcel of land within the VC zone:
A.

Front setback: Each lot or parcel of land must have a front setback of not less than 30 feet, except for
lots one-half acre and larger with frontage on SR9. On those lots the front setback is 30 feet for all
buildings and structures 18 feet and less in height, and 50 feet for all buildings and structures greater
than 18 feet and less than 26 feet in height.

B.

Side setback: Each lot or parcel of land shall have a side setback of not less than ten feet, except where
the side of the lot abuts a lot or parcel in an FR or VR Zone. In such cases, the required setback of the
abutting side must be at least 20 feet.

C.

Side setback, corner lots: The side setback contiguous to any street shall be the same as required front
setback.

D.

Rear setback: Each lot or parcel of land shall have a rear setback of not less than 20 feet.

E.

Exemption: In instances where the adjacent property is commercially zoned and where a building or
structure on such adjacent property is already in existence closer than the required side and rear
setback, the Planning Commission may allow a side or rear setback less than that stated above if it
finds that the reduction would not be detrimental to the health, welfare, or safety of persons residing
or working in the vicinity.

Created: 2022-04-12 09:47:14 [EST]
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Memorandum
To:
From:
Date:
Re:

Town Council
Thomas Dansie, Director of Community Development
June 17, 2022
Ordinance Revision: Net Developable Area Standard

Executive Summary
The Planning Commission has researched and prepared an ordinance that will alter the density
standards in the CC and VC zones. The proposed ordinance will exclude areas in floodways and steep
slopes from the area calculation used to determine the allowable density on a property. If the ordinance
is adopted, only developable area will be included in determining how many units (transient lodging or
housing) are allowed on a property.
Background
The Town regulates density in the CC and VC zones based on lot area. In the CC zone properties may be
developed with one transient lodging or housing unit for each 2,500 square feet of lot area. In the VC
zone one unit is allowed for each 4,000 square feet of lot area.
Many properties in the CC and VC zones contain land which is undevelopable based on other land use
ordinances, specifically flood hazard regulation (no development is allowed in the floodway) and grading
standards (no development is allowed on steep slopes in excess of 30% grade). While these areas are not
allowed to be developed, they do contribute to the overall density allowed on the developable portions
of the property.
For example, a one acre property in the VC zone is allowed ten units (43,560 square feet divided by 4,000
square feet equals 10.89, which rounds down to ten units). If half of that property is in a floodway the
current ordinance prohibits development from being placed in the floodway, but still allows the full ten
units on the property. Thus, the property with only one-half acre of developable land is allowed to be
developed with ten units. The result is a property with a perceived density that is twice the density
typically allowed in the VC zone.
The Commission has found this perceived increase in density is not consistent with the Town’s village
atmosphere and detracts from the Town’s village scale.
The proposed ordinance modifies the density provisions in the CC and VC zones by excluding area in
floodways and 30% slopes from the density calculation. This will result in development with more
consistent perceived density throughout the Town.

General Plan Direction
The General Plan contains references about the need to protect natural features and to maintain village
character and village scale. These include:
-

Objective 2.1.3
Objective 2.2.2
Objective 2.3.1

Because the proposed ordinance is intended to preserve natural areas and limit the development
potential associated with those areas it will promote these objectives.
Public Comment
The Planning Commission held a public hearing on this agenda item and heard comments from one
community member in opposition to the ordinance.
Planning Commission Action
The Commission deliberated on the proposed ordinance and made a motion to recommend approval of
the proposed ordinance. The Commission found the proposed ordinance will promote the Town’s village
scale by preserving a consistent perception of density on all properties based on the amount of
developable area. Commissioners Kennaston and Topham voted against the motion. They both
expressed concerns about the potential unintended effects of the ordinance in making it more difficult
to develop property, and that there could be other options available to accomplish the goals of the
ordinance.
The Commission’s motion of approval is reproduced below:
Motion made by Pam Inghram that the Planning Commission recommends approval of the proposed
ordinance changes by adopting a net developable area standard to determine allowable density in the
Central Commercial and Village Commercial zones as presented and discussed in the June 15, 2022,
Planning Commission meeting. The Commission finds that under the current standards for determining
building density in the CC and VC zones, that there has been an increase in the perceived density not
consistent with the Towns village atmosphere and distracts from the village scale. The proposed
ordinance modifies the density provisions in the CC and VC zones by excluding areas and floodways
and on 30% slopes from the density calculation. These areas are deemed to be undevelopable under
the current code. This proposed ordinance will result in development with the perceived density that is
more consistent throughout the Town. The General Plan contains references to the need to protect
natural features and maintain a village character and village scale. These are General Plan objectives
2.1.3 through 2.2.2, and 2.3.1. Because the proposed ordinance is intended to preserve natural areas
and limit the development potential associated with those areas, it will promote these objectives.
Seconded by Noel Benson
Topham: No
Benson: Aye

Rioux: Aye
Kenaston: No
Inghram: Aye
Motion passed 3:2.
Council Action
The Council should determine whether or not the proposed ordinance revision will promote the goals
and objectives of the General Plan and is in keeping with the spirit of the land use ordinance. The
Commission should make findings regarding:
-

Will altering the density standards based on net developable area promote the Town’s village
scale?
Will the proposed ordinance promote development that is consistent with the vision of the
General Plan?

Based on these findings the Council should make a motion to recommend or not recommend the
proposed ordinance revision.

ORDINANCE 2022-11
AN ORDINANCE OF THE SPRINGDALE TOWN COUNCIL ADOPTING A NET DEVELOPABLE AREA
STANDARD TO DETERMINE ALLOWABLE DENSITY IN THE CC AND VC ZONES
Whereas, the Springdale Town Council finds that the density (number of units allowed on a property
based on its size) has a significant impact on the Town’s village scale and character; and
Whereas, the Council further finds that properties with large areas of undevelopable land can be
developed with what is perceived to be more intense density that is not consistent with the Town’s
village scale; and
Whereas, the Council desires to modify the density standard on properties with land in undevelopable
areas (floodways and steep slopes) to allow density in the developable areas of the property thar is
consistent with the Town’s village character; and
Whereas, the necessary public hearings and other processes required to amend the Town’s land use
ordinance have been followed;
Now therefore be it ordained by the Springdale Town Council that Title 10 of the Town Code is
amended as follows:
Section 1: The following definition of “Net Developable Land Area” is added to section 10-2-2 of the
Town Code.

10-2-2: DEFINITIONS:
Net Developable Land Area: The total amount of area contained within a lot or parcel of land minus all areas
within the parcel that contain 30% slopes or FEMA designated floodways.

Section 2: The density standard in the Central Commercial zone found in section 10-11A-7 is amended as
follows:

10-11A-7: DENSITY STANDARD:
No lot or parcel of land within the CC zone may be developed to have more than one apartment,
condominium, transient lodging unit, or other similar unit per 2,500 square feet of net developable land area.

Section 3: The density standard in the Village Commercial zone found in section 10-11B-5(B) is amended
as follows:

10-11B-5: AREA REQUIREMENTS:
B.

Units per lot: No lot or parcel of land within the VC zone may be developed to have more than one
apartment or transient lodging unit per 4,000 square feet of net developable land area.
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Memorandum
To:
From:
Date:
Re:

Town Council
Thomas Dansie, Director of Community Development
June 16, 2022
Ordinance 2022-09: Revisions to the Transient Lodging Land Use Regulations

Executive Summary
On January 12, 2022 the Town Council adopted Ordinance 2022-01, a temporary land use ordinance
prohibiting applications for new transient lodging facilities. The ordinance also appointed an
eight-member taskforce charged with preparing recommended revisions to the Town’s transient lodging
land use regulations. Pursuant to this direction the taskforce prepared proposed revisions to the
transient lodging regulations and forwarded the same to the Planning Commission. The Planning
Commission reviewed the proposed changes and, after holding a public hearing, has recommended the
Town Council approve the changes.
The Council reviewed the proposed changes in the June 8 meeting. After holding a public hearing the
Council deliberated on the ordinance and requested modifications as listed below:
-

-

Require the Transient Lodging Overlay zone for Type 1 Transient Lodging.
Modify the front desk / concierge desk staffing requirement for Type 1 lodging based on
additional research with existing hotels.
Revise the option to use long-term residential housing to satisfy the mixed-use requirement by:
- Clarifying that employee housing does not satisfy this requirement, and
- Requiring more area to be devoted to long-term residential housing to satisfy the
mixed-use requirement than what is required for other mixed-uses.
Provide more detail on compliance review done as part of the annual business license renewal.

Staff has revised the ordinance based on the Council’s direction. The revised ordinance is attached to this
report.
Summary of Changes
The revised ordinance includes the following changes.
Type 1 Lodging in the Transient Lodging Overlay Zone
The revised ordinance requires new or expanded transient lodging that is both Type 1 and Type 2 to be in
the transient lodging overlay zone. Previously Type 1 lodging was a permitted use subject to additional
standards. The proposed draft requires a legislative approval (zone change) for both types of transient
lodging.

Front Desk / Concierge Desk Requirements
The revised ordinance alters the front desk requirement by changing the number of hours the front desk
is required to be staffed based on season (10 hours in the winter, 14 hours in the summer). These hours
are based on a review of existing hotels’ front desk hours.
There is a wide variety of front desk hours at hotels in the Town. Most are staffed 24 hours during the
summer season. Many reduce their staff hours in the winter. Several of the smaller hotels have limited
hours in both the summer and winter seasons. One hotel is contemplating changing to a self check-in
kiosk with a limited concierge desk service. Of the hotels staff contacted, the current minimum staffing
hours are 11 hours in the summer and 13.5 hours in the winter.
The proposed ordinance also clarifies that the front desk / concierge desk must be dedicated to the
transient lodging use. It cannot be a shared front desk with another commercial use on the property.
Long-Term Residential Housing
The proposed ordinance clarifies that employee housing does not satisfy the mixed-use requirement for
transient lodging. Further, if a property owner chooses to use long-term residential housing to fulfill the
mixed-use requirement the amount of floor area required to be dedicated to the use is 50% more than
the floor area required for other mixed-uses. These changes are intended to promote housing that is
beneficial to the community.
Annual Compliance Check at the Business License Renewal
Property owners are required to provide documentation of compliance with the standards of the
ordinance each year during the annual business license renewal process. The Town can develop policies
that establish the protocol for this process.
The Town can develop a checklist that is sent to the transient lodging business at the same time the
business license renewal is sent to the business manager. This checklist can require the business
manager to provide the following information, and to certify it is true and accurate:
-

-

For Type 1 lodging, schedule of hours of operation for the front desk / concierge desk.
For Type 2 lodging:
- Name and address of the property manager (to document residence within 16 miles of
the facility).
- Links to all sites where the property is listed online to document compliance with the
requirement to post a photograph of the Springdale business license.
- Current copy of the facility’s good neighbor policies and nuisance reporting protocol for
neighbors.
For both types of lodging:
- Documentation of the mixed-use on the property in compliance with the required
amount of floor area. This could include business licenses for the mixed-use commercial
businesses on the site, lease agreements for the long-term housing on the site, or other

documentation as appropriate. The Town can adopt a “grace period” policy that states a
property owner has a certain amount of time (six months?) to provide this mixed-use
documentation if it is not immediately available at the time of business license renewal
(if, for example, the commercial mixed-use went through an ownership transition while
the transient lodging was in the business license renewal process). Of course,
non-mixed-use documentation would continue to be required at the time of the business
license renewal application.
Other Considerations
The Council may wish to consider the following options that were discussed in concept at the meeting.
Staff is providing sample language for these concepts that can assist the Council in revising the
ordinance, should you choose to do so.
-

Application Cap: The Council discussed the concept of a cap on the number of transient lodging
applications the Town will consider each year. This policy would provide an additional tool for
the Council to use in managing the pace of new transient lodging development. The following
ordinance language can be used if the Council wishes to implement this policy:
“10-13F-8: Application Cap: The Town will accept applications for no more than five
requests for the transient lodging overlay zone each calendar year. Applications will be
accepted on a first come, first served basis. In the event the Town receives multiple
complete applications for transient lodging in a quantity that would exceed the
application cap on the same date, the Town will conduct a random drawing to determine
which applications are processed.”

Council Action
The Town Council should review the proposed ordinance to determine the following:
1. Do the proposed revisions and lodging strategies successfully address the issues identified in the
Town’s Ordinance 2022-01:
a. Converting long-term residential rental units in commercial zones to short-term transient
lodging, thereby decreasing the amount of rental housing available in the Town and
exacerbating the Town’s affordable housing problems;
b. Converting non-lodging commercial properties into short-term transient lodging,
thereby reducing the diversity of commercial uses in the Town which detracts from the
Town’s village character;
c. Creating a market which encourages the development of land primarily with transient
lodging uses and no complementary commercial uses, which reduces the diversity of
commercial uses and services in the community; and
d. Increasing the intensity of development on commercial properties adjacent to and
nearby residential properties which results in more traffic, noise, and light in these areas
and degraded quality of life for Town residents.

2. Do the proposed revisions and lodging strategies promote the goals and objectives of the
General Plan? The Commission may wish to specifically review the following General Plan
references in making this determination:
a. Goal 2.1
b. Objective 3.1.3
c. Objective 4.2.3
d. Objective 5.1.4
3. Do the proposed revisions meet the standards for making revisions to the land use ordinance
outlined in section 10-3-2(A) of the Town Code?
a. Legislative amendment policy: For the purpose of establishing and maintaining sound,
stable and desirable development within the Town, the Town has adopted a general
public policy that amendments should not be made to this title or to the zoning map
except to promote more fully the objectives and purposes of this title and the General
Plan, to correct manifest errors, or to accommodate substantial changes in conditions
that are not contemplated in the General Plan.
Based on these findings the Council should make a motion to approve or disapprove the proposed
ordinance revisions.

Attachments
1. Proposed Ordinance 2022-09

ORDINANCE 2022-09
AN ORDINANCE OF THE SPRINGDALE TOWN COUNCIL REVISING THE TOWN’S LAND USE
REGULATIONS REGARDING TRANSIENT LODGING, ESTABLISHING TWO TYPES OF TRANSIENT
LODGING, ENACTING THE TRANSIENT LODGING OVERLAY ZONE, AND RELATED MATTERS
Whereas, on January 12, 2022 the Springdale Town Council adopted Ordinance 2022-01, a temporary land use
regulation on January 12, 2022 which placed a moratorium on all applications for transient lodging facilities for a
period not to exceed 180 days, and
Whereas, the Springdale Town Council appointed a taskforce to research the issues associated with transient
lodging and to develop and recommend strategies to mitigate the negative impacts of transient lodging and
present those to the Planning Commission, and
Whereas, the taskforce has spent the last four months analyzing transient lodging in Springdale and, based on this
analysis, developed the following goals for transient lodging land use regulations:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Promote and preserve a diversity of commercial uses in the commercial zones, given the trend of
conversion of existing commercial uses to transient lodging,
Address impacts created by the conversion of long-term housing to transient lodging,
Prevent nuisance impacts created by the location of transient lodging units in relation to other uses,
Address the impact of transient lodging on the Town's village character,
Revise ordinance language to prevent unintended consequences of the current regulations, and

Whereas, the taskforce has researched transient lodging regulation strategies in peer communities, consulted with
subject matter experts on transient lodging regulation, gathered public feedback through a general survey
distributed to the community, and
Whereas, the taskforce has used all this research and analysis to produce recommended land use regulation
strategies to mitigate the negative impacts of transient lodging and promote the Town’s village character, and
Whereas, the Planning Commission and Town Council have both reviewed and vetted the proposed revisions to
the Town’s land use regulations regarding transient lodging and find they are consistent with the Town’s General
Plan and will promote the Town’s village character, and
Whereas, the necessary public hearings and procedures required to amend the Town’s land use ordinance have
been fulfilled,
Now Therefore, be it ordained by the Springdale Town Council that Title 10 of the Town Code is amended as
follows:

Section 1: The following definitions are revised or added to section 10-2-2 of the Town Code:
10-2-2: DEFINITIONS:
Bed and breakfast: A transient lodging facility in a residential style structure used as a transient lodging
facility and located in a commercial zone (or in a residential zone as a nonconforming use). where aThe host,
either the owner or a full-time manager, lives on-site and acts as the primary service provider for the facility. Bed
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and breakfasts offer guests private guestrooms and shared living, dining, and recreational areas in a residential
style structure. A bed and breakfast does not qualify as a "home occupation".
Motel: A transient lodging facility usually containing one or more buildings. Guestrooms usually have outside
entrances.
Residential Hosting: A type of transient lodging facility where a portion of a structure with a primary longterm residential use is rented on a nightly basis. Unlike a bed and breakfast, residential hosting is clearly secondary
to the use of the property as a long-term residential dwelling. Unlike a short-term rental, residential hosting is not
conducted in a self-contained unit with private entrance, sleeping, and cooking facilities. Residential hosting is
only allowed in the VC and CC zones.
Short-term rental: A transient lodging facility where guests have limited or no interaction with on-site staff.
Short-term rentals typically do are not required to have front desks or full-time on-site staff. A short-term rental
can be the rental of an entire structure, or rental of a completely self-contained dwelling unit, or multiple units in a
larger structure (the larger structure may have a non-transient lodging use in addition to the short-term rental
unit). Each short-term rental facility unit includes a private entrance, sleeping, bathing, and basic cooking facilities.
Commonly referred to as a vacation rental. Short-term rentals are distinct from residential hosting in that there is
limited or no interaction with the host.
Transient lodging unit: An individualA space for overnight accommodations in a transient lodging facility.
Transient lodging units in different types of transient lodging facilities are specifically defined below: For hostels,
every 175 square feet of shared sleeping space counts as one transient lodging unit, and every private rented
bedroom in the hostel counts as one transient lodging unit. For all other types of transient lodging the number of
transient lodging units determined to be in a transient lodging facility is the greater of
1. The total number of rooms or spaces that could accommodate sleeping overnight, or
2. The total number of bathrooms in rented transient lodging spaces. For the purposes of this
definition a bathroom is a space with a wash basin and either 1) a toilet, or 2) a bathtub and/or
shower. Spaces with multiple toilets, bathtubs, or showers will be counted as multiple bathrooms
depending on how many toilets, bathtubs, or showers they contain.
Bed and breakfast: Every bedroom that is offered for transient lodging rental in the bed and breakfast
facility is counted as a transient lodging unit.
Hostel: Each 175 square feet of shared sleeping space in the hostel counts as one transient lodging
unit. Each private bedroom in the hostel counts as one transient lodging unit.
Hotel/motel: Each bedroom with a bathroom in a hotel/motel counts as one transient lodging unit.
Suite units in a hotel/motel with multiple bedrooms are counted as multiple transient lodging units,
based on the number of bedrooms in the suite unit.
Short-term rental: Every bedroom in the short-term rental counts as one transient lodging unit.
Type 1 Transient Lodging: A transient lodging facility that has full-time on-site front desk or concierge staff
dedicated to assisting customers of the transient lodging business. These types of facilities offer guests routine
support services such as housekeeping and maintenance. These facilities may have a variety of types of
accommodations, including basic rooms and suites with kitchens, and may offer food services to guests. Type 1
transient lodging is contained in a structure that is purpose-built for lodging and cannot be easily converted to a
non-lodging use. Type 1 transient lodging includes hotels and motels.
Type 2 Transient Lodging: These are lodging establishments where there is no full-time on-site staff
dedicated to providing services to guests. The establishment typically does not offer routine support services such
as housekeeping or front desk services. Type 2 transient lodging is contained in a structure that can be converted
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to a non-lodging use (either another commercial use or a long-term residential use) with minimal renovation. Type
2 transient lodging includes: short-term rentals, residential hosting, bed and breakfasts, and hostels.
**************************************

Section 2: 10-3A-4 is revised to read as follows:
10-3A-4: SPECIFIC STANDARDS:
In addition to the general standards found in section 10-3A-4, the Planning Commission and the Town
Council will consider the following specific standards for each type of conditional use when reviewing an
application. The commission may recommend and the council may impose reasonable conditions on the proposed
use to bring the use into compliance with these standards.
A.

Standards for conditional uses in the Foothill Residential Zone: None at this time.

B.

Standards for conditional uses in the Valley Residential Zone: None at this time.

C.

Standards for conditional uses in the Agricultural Zone: None at this time.

D.

Standards for conditional uses in the Central Commercial Zone: None at this time.

E.

Standards for conditional uses in the Village Commercial Zone: None at this time.
1.

Transient lodging: Transient lodging facilities, hotels, motels, hostels and bed and breakfasts.
a.

Access and entrances to guestrooms (including rear patios and balconies) must be placed
and oriented to have as minimal an impact on surrounding properties as possible.

b.

Outdoor gathering areas (pools, patios, courtyards, etc.) must be located such that they will
not cause unreasonable increases in noise, lighting or other impacts on surrounding
residentially zoned property.

c.

Outdoor lighting must be designed such that the bulbs or lenses of light sources are not
visible beyond the property boundaries. All exterior lights must use full cutoff fixtures.
**************************************

Section 3: 10-7A-2 is revised to read as follows:
10-7A-2: PERMITTED, ACCESSORY, AND CONDITIONAL USES ESTABLISHED:
A use that is indicated as permitted ("P") is allowed in the applicable zone if the use is consistent with all laws
and ordinances applicable to the use. An accessory use ("A") is allowed in the applicable zone only if the use is
accessory to a primary, allowable use and is consistent with all laws and ordinances applicable to the accessory
use. A conditional use ("C") is allowed in the applicable zone only with a conditional use permit for the use and if
the use is consistent with all laws and ordinances applicable to the use. An overlay zone use (“OZ”) is allowed in
the applicable zone only when an overlay zone is first applied to the underlying zone. A nonpermitted use ("N") is
prohibited in the applicable zone. A use that is not listed in the table below is prohibited unless it is allowed in
accordance with subsection 3. below.
Use
Residential uses:
Accessory buildings such as garages, carports, bathhouses, greenhouses,
gardening sheds and similar structures which are customarily used in
conjunction with, and incidental to, a permitted principal use or structure
Accessory dwelling units, external
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FR

VR

AG

CC

VC

PU

A

A

A

A

A

A

N

P

N

N

N

N

Accessory dwelling units, internal
Elderly residential facilities, subject to the requirements of chapter 22 of
this title
Guesthouses, only one per lot or parcel of land
Home occupations where public comes to the premises on an
appointment only basis
Keeping of household pets, but not four or more dogs or other
domesticated animals of similar size
Kennels, noncommercial, subject to the standards in this chapter)
Multiple-family dwellings or apartments
Open space, public or private
Parks, public or private
Residential facilities for persons with a disability, subject to the
requirements of chapter 22 of this title
Single-family dwelling, detached only, for the use of a caretaker,
watchman or similar employee of a permitted use
Single-family dwellings, detached
Single-family dwellings or dwelling groups, detached (owner or employee
occupied, one per five acres of land area, in support of agricultural
operations on the property)
Swimming pools
Two-family dwellings, duplex
Utilities, lines and rights-of-way only
Agricultural uses:
Agricultural related business, including:
a. Indoor-outdoor retail market facilities specializing in produce grown
on site;
b. Processing facilities of 10,000 square feet or less in area and located
a minimum of 100 feet from a VR or FR Zone boundary and 30 feet from SR9;
c. Warehouses or similar storage facilities of 10,000 square feet or less
in area and located a minimum of 100 feet from a VR or FR Zone boundary
and 30 feet from SR-9.
Agriculture
Keeping and raising of farm animals
Keeping of nondomesticated animals not defined as "farm animals"
Commercial and public uses:
Administrative, professional or medical offices
Ambulance and fire protection services
Art galleries
Artist studios
Automotive service stations, subject to the standards of this chapter
Bakeries, retail
Banks and financial institutions
Barber and beauty shops
Bicycle shops
Blueprint and photocopy services
Cemeteries
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N
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Churches
Clubs, lounges, and bars
Convenience stores
Daycare and nursery schools, subject to the standards in subsection 107A-4(B) of this chapter
Delicatessens
Drugstores and pharmacies
Educational institutions; public, quasi-public or private
"Established uses" as provided for in section 10-21-1 of this title
Florist shops
Food markets and grocery stores
Food trucks (see standards in section 10-22-17 of this title)
General retail stores
Guiding and tour services to areas inside Town limits, subject to the
standards in this chapter
Guiding, tour, and transportation services to areas outside Town limits
Laundries, self-service
Libraries and museums, public or private
Liquor stores
Manufacturing, small scale assembly and production, subject to the
standards in this chapter
Microbreweries
Nursery and garden supplies
Postal services
Public assembly
Public or quasi-public cultural activities and nature exhibits
Public parking areas and facilities
Public services facilities and government offices
Recreational facilities, commercial, subject to the standards in this
chapter
Rental of nonmotorized recreational equipment
Rental of power equipment
Restaurants
Rock shops
Theaters, subject to the standards in this chapter
Transient lodging facilities, Type 1hotels, motels, hostels and bed and
breakfasts
Transient lodging facilities, Type 2
Transportation services, subject to the standards in this chapter
Travel agencies
Vehicle holding area
Miscellaneous uses:
Wireless communication facilities
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P
P
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P
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P
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See section 10-27-5 of this title

Note:
1.

Only when the Transient Lodging Overlay Zone is first applied to the property.

12.

Only on public parking lots existing on July 11, 2018 which are currently operating as non-conforming
uses.
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**************************************

Section 4: Chapter 13, Article F: Transient Lodging Overlay Zone is enacted as follows:
10-13: Overlay Zones
Article F: Transient Lodging Overlay Zone
10-13F-1: Purpose: The Transient lodging overlay zone is established to allow for targeted expansion of
transient lodging in the Town. The overlay zone is intended to allow transient lodging in a manner that will
protect and promote the Town’s village character and will enhance the quality of a visitor’s visit to the Zion
region.
10-13F-2: Applicability: The transient lodging overlay zone may only be applied on properties already in the
Central Commercial or Village Commercial zones. A person may not make an application for a zone change to
the transient lodging overlay zone concurrently with an application for a zone change to the VC or CC zone.
10-13F-3: Transient Lodging Overlay Zone required for transient lodging. No person shall establish a new
transient lodging facility or add more transient lodging units to an existing transient lodging facility on a
property in the Town of Springdale without first obtaining approval of the Town Council to apply the Transient
Lodging Overlay zone to the property. The Planning Commission will not accept applications for Design /
Development Review for new transient lodging facilities unless the property where the proposed transient
lodging facility is located is in the Transient Lodging Overlay zone. The Town will not accept applications for a
business license for new transient lodging unless the property is located in the Transient Lodging Overlay zone.
10-13F-4: Transient Lodging Standards: All property used as transient lodging in the transient lodging overlay
zone must be compliant with the following standards:
A. Mixed Use Requirement: No property in the transient lodging overlay zone may be developed with an
exclusive use of transient lodging. Properties used for transient lodging must also include at least one of
the following non-lodging uses on the property. These uses must be open to the general public, be
operated independently from the transient lodging, and with the exception of long-term residential
housing be a separate licensed business from the transient lodging. The total amount of building floor
area dedicated to non-lodging uses must be the amount required as specified in the specific standards for
each type of transient lodging elsewhere in this chapter. Bike rental does not meet this mixed-use
requirement. Allowable mixed-uses are:
1. Long-term residential housing occupied by the same household for periods of 90 consecutive days
or more.
2. Administrative, medical, or professional offices.
3. Art galleries or artist studios.
4. Bakeries, retail.
5. Barber and beauty shops.
6. Clubs, lounges, and bars.
7. Convenience stores.
8. Delicatessens.
9. Drugstores and pharmacies.
10. Florist shops.
11. Food markets and grocery stores.
12. General retail stores.
13. Liquor stores.
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14. Microbreweries.
15. Restaurants.
16. Fitness centers and Spas.
B. Transient lodging facilities shall conform to all of the following development standards:
1. The transient lodging facility shall not receive approval for DDR or business license if, at the time
of application, the facility is projected to create a need for essential municipal services (including
water and other utility service) that the Town cannot reasonably meet and the applicant is unwilling
or unable to pay the costs to upgrade the service to meet demand caused by the new development.
The applicant shall not be required to pay costs to upgrade services to meet unmet demand in the
community in general.
2. The transient lodging facility must be screened from all adjacent residential property by a 10-footwide landscape buffer which includes berms, trees, shrubs, and a solid fence or wall at least eight
feet in height.
3. Transient lodging facilities must be located on a dedicated public road.
4. All entrances and access to the transient lodging facility and individual guestrooms must be
oriented away from adjacent residential properties.
5. Outdoor gathering areas (patios, courtyards, etc.) must be located such that they will not create
noise or lighting nuisances on adjacent residential property.
C. Managers of all transient lodging facilities shall provide documentation of compliance with all the
standards in this chapter during the annual renewal of the business license for the transient lodging
facility. The Town shall not issue an initial business license or business license renewal for a transient
lodging facility in the transient lodging overlay zone if all of the standards of this chapter have not been
met.
10-13F-5: Specific standards for Type 1 transient lodging: All Type 1 transient lodging in the transient lodging
overlay zone shall comply with the following standards:
A. Minimum mixed-use requirement: Each property used for Type 1 transient lodging must include
building space developed for and dedicated to mixed use with at least as much floor area as stipulated
below. Uses not specifically identified in the list in section 10-13F-4(A) are not included in meeting the
minimum amount of floor area required to be mixed use.
1. Type 1 Transient lodging facilities with between 1 and 20 transient lodging units must include a
minimum of 2,500 square feet of floor area developed for and dedicated to mixed use.
2. Type 1 Transient lodging facilities with more than 20 transient lodging units must include a
minimum of 4,800 square feet of floor area developed for and dedicated to mixed use.
3. The floor area of public restrooms on a property used for Type 1 transient lodging facility may be
included in the mixed-use floor area total if all the following conditions are met:
a. The restrooms are open to the general public at all times the front desk or concierge desk is
open.
b. There are two separate restrooms providing accommodations for all genders.
c. The restrooms are signed as public restrooms such that passersby in front of the facility are
able to identify and locate the restrooms.
d. The property owner is responsible for all maintenance and operational costs associated with
the restrooms.
e. No more than 300 square feet of restroom area is counted as mixed use area.
4. If long-term residential housing is used to meet the mixed-use requirement, the amount of floor
area required to meet the minimum mixed-use floor area requirement is increased by 50%. Housing
must be open for rent by members of the general public. Housing made available to employees of a
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transient lodging facility and that is contingent in any way on their employment at the transient
lodging facility does not satisfy the mixed-use requirement.
B. On-site staff requirement:
1. All Type 1 transient lodging facilities shall have a front desk or concierge desk that is continuously
staffed by on-site personnel to respond to inquiries and requests from and provide service to guests
of the facility. The front desk / concierge desk must be dedicated specifically to the transient lodging
use on the property and may not be used in conjunction with any other use or business. The front
desk / concierge desk must be open and continuously staffed by on-site personnel for at least 10
hours each day between October 15 and March 15, and for at least 14 hours each day all other
times.
2. In addition to the front desk / concierge desk, a Type 1 transient lodging facility must have 24
hour on-call staff available who are able to be on the property to respond to emergencies and
nuisance issues within 30 minutes of being notified.
10-13F-6: Specific standards for Type 2 transient lodging: All Type 2 transient lodging in the transient lodging
overlay zone shall comply with the following standards:
A. Minimum mixed use requirement: With the exception of residential hosting, each property used for
Type 2 transient lodging must include building space developed for and dedicated to mixed use with at
least as much floor area as stipulated below. Uses not specifically identified in the list in section 10-13F4(A) are not included in meeting the minimum amount of floor area required to be mixed use.
1. Transient lodging facility with between 1 and 5 transient lodging units: minimum 800 square feet
of building floor area developed for and dedicated to mixed use.
2. Transient lodging facility with between 6 and 10 lodging units: minimum 1,200 square feet of
building floor area developed for and dedicated to mixed use.
3. Transient lodging facility with more than 10 lodging units: minimum 1,600 square feet of building
floor area developed for and dedicated to mixed use.
4. If long-term residential housing is used to meet the mixed-use requirement, the amount of floor
area required to meet the minimum mixed-use floor area requirement is increased by 50%. Housing
must be open for rent by members of the general public. Housing made available to employees of a
transient lodging facility and that is contingent in any way on their employment at the transient
lodging facility does not satisfy the mixed-use requirement.
B. Property manager requirement: All Type 2 transient lodging shall be managed by a property manager
who lives within 16 miles driving distance of the lodging facility and who is on-call 24 hours per day. The
property manager must be able to be on the transient lodging property to respond to complaints of
nuisance or non-compliance with the standards in this chapter within 30 minutes of being notified.
1. Residential hosting transient lodging facilities must have a primary use of long-term residential
housing, in addition to the secondary use as a Type 2 transient lodging facility. These facilities must
be permanently occupied by a person using the structure as their primary residence. The permanent
resident of the residential hosting facility must act as the property manager to fill the property
manager requirement of this paragraph.
C. Unit Count Maximum: No Type 2 transient lodging facility may contain more than 15 transient lodging
units.
D. Type 2 transient lodging facilities shall list the Springdale Business license and a photograph of the
actual license on all online sites where the lodging is able to be reserved or rented.
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E. Type 2 transient lodging facilities shall adopt good neighbor policies and shall provide a nuisance
reporting mechanism to allow neighbors to report complaints.
F. Location standards for Type 2 transient lodging in the transient lodging overlay zone:
1. In the Village Commercial zone no property may be used for Type 2 transient lodging if there are
already three or more properties within 500 feet of the subject property already being used as Type
2 transient lodging.
2. In the Central Commercial zone no property may be used for Type 2 transient lodging if there are
already three or more properties within 250 feet of the subject property already being used as Type
2 transient lodging.
10-13F-7: Notice and Restrictive Covenant Required: The Town will not finalize approval of the transient
lodging overlay zone on any property until the owner of the property has recorded a notice and restrictive
covenant against the property in the Washington County Recorder’s office that details the requirements of
this chapter as applied to the property and binds future property owners to comply with the requirements of
this chapter, as conditioned and applied to the property.
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Memorandum
To:
From:
Date:
Re:

Town Council
Thomas Dansie, Director of Community Development
June 17, 2022
Downtown Transportation Study and Active Transportation Plan

The Town has worked with Fehr & Peers, a transportation planning consultancy, on an analysis of traffic
and congestion in the downtown area, as well as an active transportation plan for the entire Town.
The downtown traffic and congestion study analyzed the area in the Town’s downtown (roughly Big
Springs Lane to the Post Office) with the goal of identifying options to reduce congestion, improve
transportation efficiency, and enhance safety. The active transportation plan investigated ways to make
walking and bicycling more convenient, safe, and enjoyable.
Because these two study efforts contain a considerable amount of overlap, the plan and its
recommendations are presented together as a single document.
The plan recommends a number of strategies to enhance transportation in the Town. Some of the
strategies are easily implementable in the short term. Others will take considerable additional planning
and funding. Some strategies the Town may find impractical. The purpose of the study is to identify a
wide array of transportation options that could help improve transportation effectiveness. The Town will
be able to select those that are best suited to solving the Town’s transportation problems. Not every
strategy listed in the plan will be implemented. Thus, the Council should view this plan as a guide and
template for future planning and study and not a detailed action plan.
The plan specifically investigated transportation solutions for the Winderland Lane area from SR9 to
Foothill Lane. Solutions to the transportation problems in this area also impact Paradise Road. The
consultant prepared an analysis of three different scenarios to enhance transportation in this area. The
Council should pay specific attention to these scenarios. The Town is currently ready to move forward
with the planning and engineering for improvements to Paradise Road. The Paradise Road improvement
project should be coordinated with any potential future transportation improvements suggested in these
three scenarios.
Tim Baird from Fehr & Peers will be available via Zoom to present the study and its findings and to
answer the Council’s questions.
If the Council is satisfied with the plan you should make a motion to approve the Downtown
Transportation Study and Active Transportation Plan. Because the document is a study and analysis and

not a specific action plan approving the plan will not bind the Town to any of the proposed actions in the
plan.

Springdale Downtown Transportation
Study and Active Transportation Plan

Prepared for:

June 16, 2022

UT21-2303
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Introduction and Study Area Context
Study Purpose
This study is intended to provide the Town of Springdale with data, context, and recommendations for
improving the mobility and safety of all road users in Springdale, with particular attention to the downtown
area. As visitation to Zion National Park (ZNP) has increased over recent years, a parallel increase in visitor
traffic to and through Springdale has been apparent. Vehicular, bicycle (including e-bike), pedestrian, and
shuttle traffic have all increased during this time, and the interactions of these various road users has created
mobility challenges around traffic congestion, safety, parking, and goods delivery.
This study provides an evaluation of Springdale’s community context, reviews prior plans and studies
relating to mobility, assesses current conditions (based on both on-the-ground observation and various
quantitative data sources) for vehicular mobility as well as active modes, inventories major mobility issues
currently facing the community, and provides a set of strategies and improvements for Springdale to
implement to enhance transportation for all modes and users.

Study Area Context
SR-9, a state road, serves as the only arterial road through Springdale, connecting from Rockville to the
south through the Town and to the ZNP south entrance. All land uses in the Town connect directly or
indirectly to SR-9 and alternate routes are only present in a few sections, making it an equally critical corridor
for resident, business, and visitor uses.

Population and Mode Split
A total population of 658 permanent residents live in Springdale according to the 2020 Decennial Census.
While the town’s permanent population is relatively small, more than 4.25 million visitors come to the Zion
National Park and the Springdale community annually. According to the most recent American Community
Survey 5-year estimate (2015-2019), a total of 148 resident workers over the age of 16 commute from or
within Springdale. Table 1 highlights the journey-to-work transportation mode of this population.
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Table 1: 2019 Commuting Pattern Estimates of Springdale Residents
Drove Alone

Worked from

Bicycled

Walked

Carpooled

7.4%

4.7%

2%

Home
42.6%

43.2%

Work from home is the highest percentage, followed closely by drove alone. Bicycling and walking have a
relatively high proportion of commuters in comparison to the U.S. average, 0.5% bicycling and 2.7% walking
(ACS 5-Year Estimate, Table S0801).

Seasonality
Given Springdale’s relatively small resident population, a large share of traffic and activity in Springdale is
driven by visitation to the Town and adjacent park. Since 2016, ZNP’s annual visitation has exceeded 4.25
million in every year except 2020, compared to the less than 3 million annual visitors experienced every year
before 2014. 2021 saw the first time that ZNP exceeded 5 million annual visits.
As annual visitation has increased, the seasonal distribution of visitation has changed as well. Growth rates
in visitation have been fastest in off-peak months, with growth rates from 2010 to 2021 of approximately
68% in peak months (June-August) and 159% in off-peak months (November-March). In absolute numbers,
months that typically saw 50,000 to 70,000 visitors to the park a decade ago are now experiencing 125,000
to over 200,000 visitors. As a result, the level of year-round demand for services in Springdale (including
lodging, dining, entertainment, guiding, and outfitting) has grown substantially.
A secondary effect of growth in visitation is growth in employment within Springdale. Nearly all jobs in
Springdale are filled by non-residents, with 2019 Census LEHD data indicating that over 97% of Springdale’s
jobs are filled by non-residents.
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Figure 1: Home Locations of Springdale Workers, 2010 and 2019
Employment in Springdale grew by approximately 43% between 2010 and 2019 from approximately 604
workers to 861 workers, with the vast majority of those positions being filled by workers living outside the
community, as shown in Figure 1 above. As of 2019, the most common home locations of Springdale’s
workforce included Hurricane, La Verkin, St. George, and Cedar City. This growth in employment during the
2010s has further contributed to travel and parking demands in Springdale.

Physical Constraints
Springdale’s most notable constraint is the quarter mile wide valley in which the town is nestled. The valley
funnels all development and roadway infrastructure into a narrow strip leading into Zion National Park.
Access to Springdale is limited to SR-9, meaning all vehicular, bicycle, and pedestrian travel entering or
exiting the southern Zion National Park entrance is through Springdale. SR-9 is a two-lane roadway where
right-of-way is ranges from roughly 200’ wide in the southernmost road segments, constrained to roughly
64’ in the commercial core, and closer 100’ near the park entrance. Steep slopes further constrain the
effective width of the community, limiting the Town’s ability to build new roads that could provide an
alternative to SR-9. The Virgin River winds along the eastern side of Springdale further adding physical
constraints due to meandering, floodplains, and limited crossings.

Land Uses
According to the 2016 Springdale General Plan and current zoning map, two primary zones govern the bulk
of land along the SR-9 corridor in downtown Springdale. The Central Commercial zone covers the town
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center from approximately Big Springs Road to Elm Street, and includes land uses such as retail, hotels, and
restaurants along SR-9. These land uses serve both residents and the millions of annual visitors. Beyond the
Central Commercial zone is the Village Commercial zone, which aims to connect the town center with the
residential and natural surroundings. Both zones require low impact development strategies and aim to
seamlessly integrate commercial and human infrastructure with the natural surroundings of the area.
Additionally, Valley Residential, Foothill Residential, and Agricultural zones abut the corridor at various
points, primarily beyond the core downtown area.
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Existing Conditions
Assessing the existing conditions of the SR-9 study area, particularly the conditions within the town center
provides a snapshot of current mobility and land use impacts on transportation patterns. The existing
conditions section provides a review of past plans and studies within the area, as well as assessments of
vehicular traffic, pedestrian and bicycle mobility, parking, and curbside uses.

Past Plans and Studies
Five previous plans or studies were reviewed to augment existing conditions research and build upon
previous efforts. The five plans include the 2020 Zion Corridor Multi-Use Trail Feasibility Follow-up Study,
the 2018 Springdale Wayfinding and Signage study, the 2017 Springdale Parking Management Study, the
2016 Springdale General Plan, and the 2008 Zion Corridor Multi-Use Trail Feasibility Study.
The Zion Corridor Multi-Use Trail Feasibility Study was conducted in 2006 and 2007 and aimed to find
a bicycle and pedestrian trail alignment to connect Rockville, Utah to Zion National Park through Springdale
(Figure 2). The study resulted in a three-phase recommendation. In phase one the trail would connect
Rockville, Utah to River Park along SR-9. In Phase two the trail would connect from River Park to downtown
Springdale along the Virgin River. In phase three the trail would connect from downtown Springdale to Zion
National Park, either along Virgin River or through Watchman Campground. At this time, phase one has
been constructed, while phase two and phase three are still in planning.
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Figure 2: Proposed Zion Trail Alignment
The follow-up Zion Corridor Trail Feasibility Study greatly expanded the vision of the trail. Extending to
22-miles and connecting Hurricane, UT through Rockville to Springdale and the Zion National Park entrance.
The follow-up study analyzed peer trails, assessed alignments, expanded public engagement, conducted a
user assessment, and considered e-bikes and bike share ridership on the proposed trail.
In the Springdale Parking Management Study, existing and future parking demand was assessed. The
study was informed by data collection, onsite assessments, various stakeholder interviews, and a
Community Town Hall meeting. Final recommendations and strategies include a parking structure, remote
parking, standardize parking development polices, limit oversized vehicle on-street parking, increase
parking enforcement and establish towing, explore shared parking with businesses, improve wayfinding,
and charge for on-street parking. While most of these strategies address visitor parking, it is also
recommended permit parking is established for residents and employees. Since the publication of this
report on-street and off-street parking is no longer free and a project to construct a remote park and ride
facility in Rockville is in the initial stages of analysis.
The Springdale Wayfinding and Signage study assessed current wayfinding and signage along SR-9 and
within Springdale to make improvement recommendations. Table 2 highlights the goals of the study.
Overall, signage was recommended for vehicular directional movements and parking. Trail directional
signage was recommended as well as shuttle signage. An information kiosk as well as dynamic messaging
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signage were recommended to better assist visitors. In all areas where signs are recommended, it was
important to note that signs should be seamlessly integrated into the aesthetic of the area and placed with
the goal of minimizing sign clutter.

Table 2: Goals of the Springdale Wayfinding and Signage Study
Use signage to help reduce circulating traffic in the town.
Signage and
Wayfinding System

Improve messaging to direct visitors to appropriate locations to reduce their
frustrations.
Identify opportunities to support the businesses in town.

Goals
Minimize sign clutter.
Identify opportunities to provide better connectivity between various forms of
transportation.
The Springdale General Plan was adopted in 2016 and provides an overview of conditions relating to land
use, housing, demographic, and transportation elements of the area, as well as goals and strategies for
preserving, maintaining, and enhancing the Town’s quality of life across these topics.
The plan addressed the limited land available for development due to physical constraints, and laid out a
variety of goals and strategies to ensure future development is aligned with the town’s character and
sustainability, environmental preservation, and economic development goals. As many residents and visitors
are sustainability and environmentally focused, the general plan outlined approaches to development that
would continue to blend the community with its natural surroundings.
Key priorities from the general transportation plan that impact transportation and mobility include:


Developing and enhancing a pedestrian-oriented streetscape, including a complete sidewalk
network, linkages to trails, pedestrian and bicycle amenities, and reducing pedestrian conflicts with
other modes;



Planning to manage and alleviate traffic congestion and parking challenges through strategies
including off-street parking, enhancing shuttle and transit service, and improving wayfinding and
roadway maintenance; and



Enhancing connectivity to and through open space through a town trail network.

A notable mobility goal laid out in the General Plan is the development of bike lanes alongside SR-9, which
has since been accomplished.
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Vehicular Traffic
Counts
Vehicular traffic counts were taken during the weekend of Friday, September 3 – Monday, September 6,
2021, at the intersection of SR-9 and Winderland Lane. Traffic counts were taken daily from 7:00 – 9:00am,
12:00 – 2:00pm, and 4:00 – 6:00pm during the data collection weekend.
The count location includes a sidewalk, bike lane, and one travel lane per direction. A center two-way left
turn lane and crosswalk are also at the count location. Establishments adjacent to the count location include
a coffee shop, adventure rental company, retail shops, café, a bank, and a gas station. Vehicle, pedestrian,
and bicycle counts were taken.
The count location, days, and times provide a snapshot of traffic and travel patterns in the town center area.
Sunday afternoon has the largest vehicular travel count. The highest portion of these Sunday afternoon trip
were westbound, likely accounting for tourists and travelers leaving the park after a day or weekend trip.
The mainline has significantly more traffic than Winderland Lane. Turning movements onto or off
Winderland Lane are relatively small. The peak turning counts were right turns from Winderland Lane onto
SR-9 on Friday midday.
Saturday during the Noon and PM peak hour each counted 900 vehicles, while the Sunday PM peak hour
had the highest count during the entire weekend with 983 vehicles. On average during the height of
congestion between Saturday and Sunday, the average volume during the peak hours of Saturday and
Sunday were 927 vehicles. Figure 3 illustrates the peak hour, 5:00 – 6:00pm, on Sunday, September 5, 2021.

Figure 3: Winderland & SR-9 Peak Hour Turning Movement Counts
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Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) Over Time
Traffic flowing in and out of Springdale is reported in terms of annual average daily traffic (AADT). The Utah
Department of Transportation (UDOT) collects AADT information over time in two segments along SR-9 in
or near the study area.
The first segment is from Center St. in Rockville, Utah to Kinesava Dr. near the Canyon Vista Lodge in
Springdale. This southern segment represents a portion of the study area and has seen a steady increase in
AADT since 2013 (Figure 4). Despite a slight dip in AADT, likely due to the COVID-19 pandemic, 2020 had
roughly 2,500 annual vehicle trips per day along this southern road segment.
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Figure 4: 2011-2020 AADT between Center St. and Kinesava Dr. along SR-9
The main corridor in Springdale along SR-9 where UDOT collects AADT is from Kinesava Dr. to the Zion
National Park Entrance. As noted in Figure 5, AADT has also seen a steady increase since 2011. It should
be noted that UDOT used a different data collection method between 2014 and 2015, which resulted in a
discontinuity in the data and the significant jump in AADT seen between 2014 and 2015. In 2020, the main
corridor of SR-9 saw about 6,900 daily vehicular trips.
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Figure 5: 2011-2020 AADT between Kinesava Dr. and Zion National Park along SR-9.
To further understand vehicular travel, the project team looked at UDOT’s truck percentage data from 2011
to 2020. UDOT has estimated the same percentage of trucks traveling along the study area between 2011
and 2020 (Figure 6). As truck percentage is based on a single data point over time, the actual percentage
of trucks traveling the corridor might not be reflected in the data.

Truck Percentages 2011 - 2020

5%
16%

79%

Cars

Single Unit Trucks

Figure 6: 2011-2020 Truck Percentages in the SR-9 Study Area
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Field Observations
Within Springdale, the project team observed vehicular conditions that are constrained by the fact that SR9 is the only thru-road. The lack of a parallel network creates a high degree of vulnerability to traffic
congestion on this single road. There is a relatively new connection that provides a small parallel connection
with the extension of Winderland Lane northwest to Lion Boulevard, creating an intersection in front of the
Town offices. However, this route is not used by the many visitors to ZNP.
While not observed directly by the team’s visit in late October, significant traffic queuing occurs in Town
throughout the year. This is especially true during holiday weekends and during fall and spring breaks,
when park visitation peaks.

StreetLight
To better understand how residents and visitors travel in and around Springdale, travel behavior data for
2019 was obtained from StreetLight Data (SLD) through UDOT’s existing subscription. StreetLight Data is a
vendor that uses location-based services (LBS) data obtained from mobile devices (i.e. cell phones) to infer
and aggregate trips into information about travel patterns in a given geographic area. In this case, trip
patterns were gathered based on movement through three zones within Springdale (divided north to south
at approximately Sundance Lane and Kokopelli Circle) and two gateways, one at the Rockville/Springdale
boundary and the other at the ZNP entrance station at the northern boundary of Springdale. Data was
obtained for all of 2019 in order to provide information on vehicular travel patterns prior to COVID-19
related disruptions.
Key insights from this data include the following:


The majority of travelers entering Springdale from either Rockville or ZNP stop in town rather than
passing directly through. Approximately 65% of northbound travelers and 74% of southbound
travelers stop at least once in Springdale.



Trips within Springdale (31%) are approximately half as prevalent as trips to/from Springdale from
either gateway (69%), indicating that a representative visitor’s trip pattern might include a trip into
Springdale from the south, a trip from Springdale to ZNP and a second trip back into town, two
trips within town, and a final trip from Springdale back towards Rockville and points west.



Trips within Springdale are primarily between the three zones (78%), rather than within them (22%),
indicating that vehicular trips are primarily between more distant sub-areas of town, rather than
short in-town trips.
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Parking
Limited on-street parking exists within Springdale and along the corridor. While off-street parking does
exist, it is difficult for drivers to locate off-street parking. Limited wayfinding and signage exist to navigate
drivers to off-street parking locations.
A park and ride (PNR) lot in Rockville is currently in the initial stages of analysis. Shuttle service from the
PNR to Springdale and the Zion National Park entrance could be included with this facility in order to help
reduce traffic congestion along SR-9 and parking congestion within Springdale.

Bicycle and Pedestrian Mobility
Bicycle and Pedestrian Counts
Along with collecting vehicular counts in September of 2020, bicycle and pedestrian counts were also taken
at the SR-9 and Winderland Lane location. The peak hour during the weekend for pedestrian activity was
Sunday from 5:00 – 6:00pm with a total count of 293 pedestrians. This peak represents people walking in
all directions at the count location. The peak hour of pedestrians crossing SR-9 at the crosswalk was the
same on Friday and Saturday morning from 8:00 – 9:00am, both with counts of 182 pedestrians.
The peak hour for cycling activity was on Friday from 5:00 – 6:00pm with 44 cyclists. The count included
people biking in all directions, but most of these riders were traveling along SR-9.

Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities
Sidewalks
Within the study area, sidewalks occur on both sides of the corridor in the town center area, from the
Holiday Inn Express to the Desert Pearl Inn. People walking south of the town center area are mostly served
by a shared-use path, the Zion Canyon Trail, on the eastern side of SR-9.
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Figure 7: Existing Sidewalk Gaps Along SR-9 Study Area
Figure 7 highlights current sidewalk gaps, and a detailed series of sidewalk gap maps are in included in
Appendix A. As demonstrated by the map, sidewalk gaps primarily occur on the Western side of the
corridor, and the southernmost and northernmost portions of the study area.

Shared-Use Path
As noted in the sidewalk facility section, a shared-use path, the Zion Canyon Trail travels along the eastern
side of SR-9 from the Springdale Fruit Company Market to the Chevron gas station. The facility is roughly
10 feet wide and aims to serve people walking and biking north and south along this roadway stretch.

Bicycle Lanes
Painted bicycle lanes currently exist along a portion of the study corridor. As noted in Figure 8, the bicycle
lanes are standard paint bicycle lanes with no protected or painted buffer. A southbound bike lane travels
from Zion National Park entrance to just south of the Majestic View Lodge and overlaps slightly with the
Zion Canyon Trail shared-use path. The southbound bike lane ends, but a paved shoulder continues south
potentially as an informal bike lane. A crossing facility from the southbound bike lane to the Zion Canyon
Trail shared-use path does not exist.
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Figure 8: Existing Bicycle Lane
The northbound bike lane begins at the end of the Zion Canyon Trail shared-use path, at the Chevron gas
station. The north and southbound bicycle lanes exist along the remainder of the study corridor except for
a gap in the northbound bike lane in front of Cable Mountain Lodge. The northbound bike lane stops just
before Cable Mountain Lodge, as people walking, and biking are supposed to take a privately-owned
parallel side street to access the park.

Crosswalks
Within the study area, eight crosswalks exist. Seven of the crosswalks are standard crosswalks with brick
inlay (Figure 9). Standard crosswalk and pedestrian warning signage exist prior to each crossing, but the
signage is not always consistent. One continental crosswalk (using longitudinal, rather than perpendicular
striping for enhanced visibility) is located on SR-9 across from Springdale Elementary School. There are no
signalized intersections along the study corridor, and all crosswalks are either midblock or at an unsignalized
intersection.
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Figure 9: Existing Crosswalk

Field Observations
One of the most noticeable things about the bicycle and pedestrian network is how well-maintained it is.
The shoulders are swept approximately every other week, and striping and signage is well-kept and visible.
If anything, the Town may be on the tipping point of signage providing additional benefits for bicyclists
and pedestrians: too much can be overwhelming for users and reduce the impact of each individual sign’s
messaging.
During the period where the project team visited the study area, no notable examples of unsafe pedestrian
or cyclist conditions, conflict points, or behaviors were observed. In general, the town’s active transportation
network appeared to be functioning well for users.

E-Bike Rentals
E-bike rentals have increasingly grown in the area to access the park and travel within the park. As of late
2021, Springdale has approximately 10 vendors that provide e-bike rentals (Figure 10). The e-bike retailers
are located primarily just off SR-9 along the main commercial corridor. E-bike hourly or daily rental rates
vary, and many of these retailers also provide traditional bicycle rentals as well.
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Figure 10: Springdale Bike Rental Vendors
E-bikes are categorized in three classifications. Class 1 and 2 can travel up to 20 MPH and are typically
allowed on multi-use trails, bicycle facilities, and roadways. Class 3 e-bikes can travel up to 28 MPH and can
be restricted from slower facilities, meaning they might be prohibited from multi-use trails.
The project team discussed the issues associated with e-bikes with local businesses, the transit operator,
and others. While e-bikes provide greater mobility to many, they are not a panacea to congestion and
safety issues for Springdale and ZNP. A particular area of concern was that many renters of e-bikes have
little to no experience with the safe operation of the bikes, which are different than traditional bikes in terms
of controls, braking and handling characteristics, and overall weight distribution. In addition, some of the
renters may not have recent experience operating any type of bicycle. Upon renting an e-bike, they face the
challenge of operating an unfamiliar vehicle in a busy and congested environment with cars, RVs, buses and
trucks, pedestrians crossing the road at unmarked locations, and the visual distractions the Town and
surrounding environment has to offer. These variables can combine to create conflicts between modes.
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Curb Space Uses
Curb space is the physical right-of-way between a vehicle travel lane and an adjacent sidewalk or landscape
buffer. Along SR-9, curb space allocation varies from paved shoulder, on-street parking, shuttle stops, and
bike lanes. Beyond users traveling along the curb in travel or bike lanes, shuttle stops and deliveries are
other high-demand uses of the curb.

Shuttle Service
Two shuttle lines operate in Springdale: the Zion Canyon Line and the Springdale Shuttle. Both lines are
owned, operated, and financed by Zion National Park with the goal of providing visitor access while
reducing traffic and parking demands in the Park. Both shuttle services are provided free of charge for all
users (however, the Zion Canyon Line required a nominal fee and reservation while COVID-19 related
precautions were in effect). The Zion Canyon Line operates within Zion National Park, while the Springdale
Shuttle operates along SR-9 shuttling people from the town to the park entrance. The Springdale Shuttle
has 9 stop locations in town and runs every 10-15 minutes starting at 7:00am (Figure 11).

Figure 11: 2017 Springdale Shuttle Map. Source: National Park Service.
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As noted, bike lanes travel along portions of SR-9 curbs, and at times overlap with shuttle stops. While no
crashes were reported during the project team’s research between bicyclists and shuttle buses, shuttle stop
locations are a potential conflict point between modes. According to Fehr & Peers research, in constrained
spaces, shared bike-bus lanes are a compromise that improves comfort and safety for people on bicycles
compared to riding in general traffic, while at least maintaining transit operations.

Freight Delivery
Deliveries are another curb space demand within the study area. Along SR-9 two delivery types occur, small
parcel package deliveries, and large commercial deliveries. Each delivery type requires different vehicle sizes,
loading access, and loading durations. Overall, there are limited on-street loading zones for both
commercial and parcel deliveries. Where loading zones do exist, access can be difficult due to constrained
loading zone size (Figure 12).

Figure 12: Semitruck Reversing into Oscar’s Loading Zone Area
Due to the limited loading zones and small loading zone sizes, several issues have arisen for freight delivery.
With limited or no delivery space, commercial and parcel delivery vehicles will often double park along SR9, block bicycle lanes, pedestrian crosswalks, or driveways. Where off-street loading does exist and
semitrucks attempt to access these zones, tight maneuvering must occur by the truck driver. Often the
commercial deliveries are occurring prior to 7am, and neighbors have issued complaints around truck noise
and truck beeping when reversing.
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Issues Identification
Assessing the existing conditions and previous studies along the corridor, issues have been identified for
both vehicular travel and people walking and biking. Safety is a concern for all roadway users, even though
overall crashes and severe crashes for all modes are limited. Issues around safety, parking, curbside uses,
and e-bikes were identified.

Vehicular Travel
Safety
Between January 1, 2017, and September 30, 2021, a total of 113 crashes occurred within the study area.
Overall crashes were on the decline but began increasing in 2020 as noted in Figure 13. No crashes resulted
in fatalities and two crashes resulted in suspected serious injuries.
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Figure 13: All Crashes January 1, 2017 – September 30, 2021
*2021 data represents incomplete year
Of the 113 crashes, 56% involved two or more vehicles in crashes such as rear end, fender bender, and
hitting parked cars. Most crashes occurred during the daytime and with clear skies. Roughly 40% of crashes
within the entire study area were single vehicle and involved hitting an animal or fixed object. Most crashes
involving an animal occurred between Apple Ln and Sage Ln.
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Crash locations on the SR-9 corridor were mapped to understand the spatial distribution of crashes and risk
factors. The two suspected serious injury crashes occurred in the southernmost portion of the corridor and
involved the vehicles departing the roadway or rolling over. These crash types and location could indicate
the southern portion having higher travel speeds combined with twisty roads and limited traffic calming.
Figure 14 displays the location of all 113 crashes and the injury severity of those crashes; more detailed
mapping of these collision records is provided in Appendix B.

Figure 14: Springdale Crash Locations by Severity
Roughly 45% of crashes occurred along roadway segments that had gaps in the sidewalk network. While
most of these crashes did not result in injury, most injury crashes (suspected minor, major, or possible injury)
occurred along these segments. Roadway segments that included sidewalks on both sides of the roadway
only included property damage crashes and two possible injury crashes.
Of the 20 crashes that occurred within 150’ of a crosswalk, 50% were rear end crashes, and 25% involved a
single vehicle hitting an object. None of these reported crashes involved pedestrians, but these crash types
at crosswalks could indicate that drivers might be following too closely, speeding, or distracted around
these pedestrian crossing locations.
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Parking
As noted in previous studies, on-street parking within Springdale is limited in supply relative to peak period
demands. While substantial off-street parking exists, varying rules and pricing between different public and
private lots can pose challenges for visitors trying to find a parking area that aligns with their trip purpose,
creating unnecessary traffic congestion and visitor confusion as drivers search for appropriate and/or
attractively priced parking. In addition to difficulties finding parking, the Springdale Wayfinding Study noted
that parking payment kiosks are poorly signed and therefore difficult to locate in some areas, leading to
non-payment or a poor visitor experience.

Curbside Uses
Curb demands, particularly for small parcel and large commercial delivery vehicles are an issue. Delivery
issues include limited delivery locations and small off-street delivery loading zones. As delivery drivers
attempt to navigate these constrained conditions other issues arise when double parking or blocking of
bike lanes occur. Additionally, trucks reversing early in the morning has caused noise issues for residents
and hotel guests.

Areas of Concern
Several locations were identified as potential areas of concern:


While serious crashes are relatively uncommon in the SR-9 corridor, those that did occur were
located at the southern end of Springdale; interventions to increase safety for vehicles and/or
vulnerable users may be warranted in this area.



Springdale’s downtown area generally experiences the greatest intensity of multi-modal conflicts
(e.g. between pedestrians, cyclists, drivers, shuttles, and commercial vehicles), circling for parking,
and challenges associated with freight delivery.



The segment of SR-9 centered on Winderland Drive (from approximately West Temple Drive to
Paradise Road) has a high density of side-street and business accesses, significant commercial
delivery activity, and demands for both visitor access to businesses as well as resident access to
adjacent neighborhoods.

Active Transportation
E-bikes
As noted earlier, e-bike rentals are on the rise. While no reported e-bicycle related crash occurred in the
study area in the last five years, concerns are growing around e-bike safety. When speaking with
stakeholders, a general perception that e-bike riders might not know or follow the rules of the road was
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repeatedly mentioned. Additionally, as e-bikes travel faster than normal bicycles, e-bike riders and drivers
can underestimate the travel speed and potential conflicts. Overall, there is a real and perceived safety issue
with e-bike ridership in the study area.

Safety
In terms of bicycle and pedestrian crashes, very few reported crashes occurred within the study area
between January 1, 2017, and September 24, 2021. Only one crash involved a person on a bicycle and no
crashes involved a pedestrian. The bicycle involved crash did not result in injury. Although on-street bicycle
lanes exist, the crash occurred at a driveway conflict point where vehicle enter and exit the Hampton Inn.
Anecdotal reports of bicyclist-involved crashes within ZNP (beyond Springdale’s boundaries) were
mentioned in stakeholder interviews.

Areas of Concern
While Springdale’s active transportation network appears to function well, some concerns around safety
and e-bikes were raised. While crash data within the last five years does not indicate any serious safety
concerns, anecdotal reports of unsafe cycling behavior and collisions within the park were heard by the
project team. The town currently does not have a fully separated bicycle facility on or parallel to SR-9
through the downtown area. While the existing bike lanes on SR-9 through downtown Springdale appear
to be appropriate for the speeds and volumes of traffic served, transitions to/from those bike lanes at access
points to the existing trail to the south and Park to the north could be improved. The provision of a physically
separated facility (e.g. shared-use path or curb-separated bike lane) may further enhance safety while
providing a higher-comfort option.
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Improvements and Strategies
Based on the existing conditions data collected for all modes, field observations, and issues identified in the
previous sections, the project team developed and refined a set of actions that can help Springdale enhance
mobility, safety, and both visitor and resident satisfaction with getting around the community. These actions
include both physical infrastructure improvements that directly increase safety, mobility, and comfort for
users, as well as programmatic strategies that provide better information, incentives, or services for users
to encourage more efficient use of the Town’s transportation system.
The improvements and strategies presented here are divided into two major categories:


Recommendations are improvements and strategies that this Plan formally recommends for
implementation, primarily in the near- to mid-term. These represent improvements and strategies
that have the most potential to improve transportation in Springdale in the immediate future.



Concepts are improvements and strategies that may be beneficial for Springdale to pursue, but
which would require substantial additional study prior to implementation. The concepts presented
in this report represent a range of options, some of which may not be feasible (for cost or other
reasons) at this time. These actions would likely occur on a longer timeframe and may require
larger-scale investments and/or more complex coordination between stakeholders.

All recommendations and concepts are summarized in the Improvements and Strategies Matrix on pages
27-29. Additional detail on key recommendations is provided on pages 30-40, while descriptions of
additional concepts are provided on pages 41-46. The Town should consider which of the concepts
presented are most appropriate for the community and in keeping with the vision of the general plan. The
Town can then develop more refined plans and funding for the strategies that work best for the community.

Recommendations
Recommended Infrastructure Investments
The cutsheets shown on pages 30-39 provide detailed information on recommended physical infrastructure
enhancements.
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Springdale Downtown Circulation and Active Transportation Plan: Improvements and Strategies
Strategy
Crosswalk Enhancements

Conflict Striping

Recommendation or
Concept
Type
Recommendation

Recommendation

Rationale

Infrastructure

Infrastructure

Enhance conspicuity of pedestrian
crossings and encourage drivers

Install RRFB at highest-volume

to slow down at these locations.

pedestrian crossings, e.g. Winderland.

Increase conspicuity of conflict

Use green paint to highlight high-priority

points between turning vehicles

conflict zones between cyclists and

Timeline

Mode(s)

Near-Mid
0

0

0X

0

0

0

0

0

0

0X

X

X

X

Near

and cyclists and alert drivers to be turning vehicles at driveways, shuttle
aware of cyclists.

Bike Lane to Shared Use
Path Crossing and
Wayfinding

Description

stops, and other conflict points.

0X

Provide opportunity for
Recommendation

Infrastructure

southbound cyclists to cross from
on-street bike lane to shared use Marked bike/ped crossing south of
path.

Mid

Shuttle Stop 7.
One northern and/or one southern
mobility hub along SR-9 that includes a

Mobility Hubs

Recommendation

Infrastructure

Provide concentrated mobility

parking structure, shuttle access, bike

Long

options at the town entrance and share and/or scooter devices, and
park entrance.

connectivity information.

X

X

X

Provide more complete

Fill Sidewalk Gaps

Recommendation

Infrastructure

pedestrian network; reduce need

Mid

for pedestrian crossing activity at
unmarked locations.

Install sidewalk where gaps exist.

0

0

0X

0

0

0

0X

0

X

0

0

0

0

X

0

0

0

0

0

0X

Provide safer pedestrian and

Additional Crosswalks

Recommendation

Infrastructure

bicycle crossing opportunities;
encourage drivers to slow and be At Park House/Silver Bear, Shuttle Stop
alert for pedestrians.

Implement Off-Street
Parking Wayfinding

4/Desert Pearl.

Provide clear direction towards
Recommendation

Infrastructure

available off-street parking to
reduce excess traffic from circling Implement wayfinding for off-street
for parking.

Implement Dynamic
Parking Wayfinding &
Capacity Signage

Mid

Near

parking.

Real-time information on where
and how much parking is
Recommendation

Infrastructure

available in Springdale can reduce

Mid

unnecessary congestion related to Implement vehicular direction and
circling for parking.

dynamic signage from Wayfinding Study.
Install temporary flexible bollards in

Flexible Bollards at
Crosswalks

Recommendation

Infrastructure

Provide added visibility and

median with 'Yield to Peds' language

encouragement for drivers to slow during peak season at crosswalks where

Near

and be alert for pedestrians at key RRFBs are not warranted or have not yet
crossings.

been installed.

0

0

Coordinate with freight carriers to allow

Off-Hour Freight Loading
in Shuttle Stops

Recommendation

Policy

and encourage use of shuttle stops for
Reduce freight vehicle backing

goods delivery during times when the

and parking in travel/bike lanes

shuttle system is not operating (6pm-

on SR-9.

8am)

Near-Mid
0X

X

0

0
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Strategy

Recommendation or
Concept
Type

Rationale

Description

Timeline

Mode(s)

Improve pedestrian streetscape with

Pedestrian Cooling
Amenities

Recommendation

E-Bike Education
Campaign

Recommendation

Wayfinding and Striping at
Northern Bike Lane
Terminus (Redirect SR-9
Bike Lane Towards Zion NP
Bike Entrance)

Recommendation

TDM Program with
Businesses

Concept

Infrastructure

Policy

Infrastructure

Policy

Enhance pedestrian comfort,

shade (built or trees), benches, and other

especially during hot days.

seating.

Encourage appropriate use of

Handouts, posters, and/or educational

bicycles, especially rental e-bikes, video with simple 'rules of the road' for
and avoiding conflicts with other

bike/ebike rentals. Joint effort with NPS,

modes

public health, PD, SUBA.

Reconfiguration of bike lane/turn lane
Provide clear direction to cyclists

and signage/pavement marketings to

entering ZNP and avoid conflicts

direct cyclists onto access road and

in through or parking lanes

towards ZNP bike/ped entrance bridge.
Work with lodging establishments to
install and program lobby screens with

Inform visitors of mobility options educational and real-time transportation
and policies in Springdale.

Mid
0

0

0X

0

0

0

0

0X

0

0

0

0X

Near

Near-Mid

Mid

information.

X

X

0X

X

Create a town-sponsored bikeshare

Bikeshare Program

Concept

Policy,
Infrastructure

program to increase in-town mobility
Provide mobility option for mid-

options and further the "park once"

distance trips in town.

approach.

Mid
0

0

0

0X

0

0

0

0X

X

0

0

0

0

X

0

0

0

0

X

0

0

0

0

Use flexible bollards, partial rolled curb to

Partial/Soft Bike
Separation

Gateway Feature/Traffic
Calming

Concept

better delineate bike lane from adjacent

Infrastructure

travel lane in high-conflict areas. Will

Mid

Encourage cyclists to stay in bike require negotiation with UDOT and town
lane and drivers to avoid bike

assumption of maintenance/replacement

lane.

responsibilities.

Feature at southern end of SR-9 in
Concept

Infrastructure

Springdale to provide a sense of

Install monument sign, gateway arch, or

Mid-Long

arrival and encourage an 'in-town' similar feature between town boundary
driving mindset and expectation.

and shuttle stop 9.
Manage SR-9 near town gateway during
peak hours and seasons, in conjunction

Manage Access to SR-9

Winderland/ Paradise/
Foothill Reconfiguration

Concept

Concept

Policy

Infrastructure

with extended shuttle service and park
Reduce demand on roadway

and ride lot. Restrict entry to town during

network and congestion by

peak hours and seasons to residents,

restricting access during peak

business-related vehicles, and timed

times.
Reduce access points in

entry reservations.

congested area and mitigate
substandard roadways.

Long

Long
See Appendix C.

Springdale Downtown Circulation and Active Transportation Plan: Improvements and Strategies
Strategy

Recommendation or
Concept
Type

Rationale

Description

Timeline

Mode(s)

Connect Winderland to Stone Mountain

Expanded Grid Network

Concept

Infrastructure

Increase connectivity and reduce
route.

Develop Public (or
public/private) Parking in
Downtown Springdale

Freight Delivery Hub and
In-Town Delivery
Restrictions

Drive to add redundancy to network and

SR-9 congestion with a secondary provide secondary route through/around

Long

downtown.

X

0

0

0

0

X

0

0

0

0

0

0

Encourage centralized 'park once'
Concept

Infrastructure

approach in downtown core to

Provide off-street parking on existing

reduce vehicular traffic on SR-9

elementary school site or off Desert

and at business accesses.

Springs Rd.

Long

Identify site and develop facility for
Concept

centralized freight loading/unloading

Policy,
Infrastructure

outside of downtown core; require use of
Reduce need for freight vehicle

small delivery vans or smaller to transfer

parking and circulation in

goods to final destination within defined

Springdale downtown core.

downtown zone.

Long

0

0X

Utilize the proposed Zion Trail Corridor

One-way Loop in and out
of Park with SR-9 and Zion
Trail Planned Corridor

for a new road and create a one-way
Concept

Infrastructure

Create space for multi-modal

loop in and out of town. Leftover road

amenties, and streamline

space along SR-9 could be used for

vehicular movement with one-way enhanced pedestrian, bicycle, shuttle,
loop.

Complete Phase 2 of
Proposed Zion Trail

Long

and/or micromobility amenities.

X

X

0X

X

Construct phase 2 of the Zion Trail
Recommendation

Infrastructure

Increase active transportation

Corridor from River Park to downtown

access to town core with

along the Virgin River, including an

comfortable shared-use facility.

access point near Bumbleberry Ln.

Long
0

0

0X

X

0

0

0X

X

0

0

0

0X

0

0

0

Construct phase 3 of the Zion Trail

Complete Phase 3 of
Proposed Zion Trail

Concept

Install cycle track or
protected bike lane on
portions of SR-9

Concept

Expand Access to EV
Charging Stations

Concept

Infrastructure

Increase active transportation

Corridor from downtown to Zion

access from town core to Zion

National Park, either along the Virgin

National Park entrance with

River or through Watchman

shared-use facility.

Campground.

Long

Enhance comfort and safety for all
Infrastructure

Policy,
Infrastructure

people biking along SR-9 by

Construct a protected bike lane or cycle

physically separating bicycle

track along SR-9. See "Cross-Sections"

facility from vehicular traffic.

tab.

Ensure users of electric vehicles

Install EV chargers in public parking areas

have sufficient access to charging and encourage/incentivize charger
infrastructure.

installation in private lots.

Long

Near-Mid
X

0

RECOMMENDATIONS

Springdale Downtown Circulation and Active Transportation Plan
POLICY

INFRASTRUCTURE

EXAMPLE: LEHI, UT

CROSSWALK ENHANCEMENTS
Enhance visibility of pedestrian crossings and encourage drivers to slow down at enhanced crosswalk locations. Install
Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon (RRFB) at crossing with highest-pedestrian volumes, such as Winderland Lane and Lion
Boulevard. RRFBs can improve compliance from motorists to yield to pedestrians and increase visibility and awareness of
pedestrians and bicyclists crossing. RRFBs also reduce the threat of rear-end crashes for motorists, as the flashing beacons
clearly communicate with approaching motorists that a pedestrian is attempting to cross.

Source: Google Streetview

TYPE

APPROXIMATE
COST

$$$$

TIMELINE

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
NEAR

MID

LONG

EXISTING CROSSWALKS
Eight pedestrian crosswalks
currently exist along the SR-9
study corridor in Springdale.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Springdale Downtown Circulation and Active Transportation Plan
POLICY

INFRASTRUCTURE

CONFLICT STRIPING
Alert drivers to be aware of people on bicycles, and increase visibility of conflict points between turning vehicles and people
on bicycles. Use green paint to highlight high-priority conflict zones between people on bicycles and turning vehicles at
driveways, shuttle stops, and other conflict points. An analysis of crash records was conducted in order to determine where
in Springdale conflict striping can best mitigate risks of vehicle/cyclist collisions (see list at right).

TOP 5 CONFLICT ZONES
1. Zion Canyon Lodge
2. Winderland Lane
3. Canyon Springs Rd & Sage
Lane
4. Desert Pearl Restaurant
5. Hampton Inn/Visitor Center

TYPE

APPROXIMATE
COST

$$$$

TIMELINE

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
NEAR

MID

LONG

PEER EXAMPLE: MILLCREEK, UT

Source: Google Streetview
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Springdale Downtown Circulation and Active Transportation Plan
POLICY

INFRASTRUCTURE

EXAMPLE: PORTLAND, OR

BIKE LANE TO SHARED USE PATH CROSSING AND WAYFINDING
Provide an opportunity for people on bicycles traveling in the southbound bike lane to cross SR-9 to the shared use path.
Adding a crossing opportunity between the on-street bicycle facility and the off-street shared use path can increase safety
and comfort for people of all abilities, especially users who may be more comfortable using a fully separated path rather
than on-street bike lanes. In addition, this crossing would provide a well-marked opportunity for cyclists to transition
between facilities.

TYPE

APPROXIMATE
COST

$$$$

TIMELINE

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
NEAR

MID

LONG

BIKE TURN POCKET
A bike turn pocket is a
designated area out of the flow
of regular vehicle traffic for
people on bicycles to safely turn
or cross the street.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Springdale Downtown Circulation and Active Transportation Plan
INFRASTRUCTURE

POLICY

EXAMPLE: NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA

MOBILITY HUBS
A mobility hub is a satellite parking area that provides visitors with multiple options for reaching Springdale and other
destinations. Plan and develop county-owned site in Rockville as a mobility hub beyond Springdale’s town boundary with
parking, shuttle service, bike share, and traveler information. By diverting visitors before they enter Springdale, traffic and
parking congestion in town can be reduced. The mobility hub could also serve as a hub for large freight vehicles to offload
goods for transfer to smaller delivery vehicles, reducing impacts of freight vehicles in town.

SP R I N G D AL E
R I VE R P AR K

N

Source: LA Metro

TYPE

APPROXIMATE
COST

$$$$

TIMELINE
W

M

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

ai

n

NEAR

MID

LONG

E Ma
i

St

n
St

R o c k vi l l e

Park & Ride Route
Park & Ride Hubs
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Springdale Downtown Circulation and Active Transportation Plan
POLICY

INFRASTRUCTURE

LOCAL EXAMPLE

FILL SIDEWALK GAPS AND BUILD ADDITIONAL CROSSWALKS
This project will provide a more complete pedestrian network. It will also reduce the need for pedestrian crossing activity
across SR-9 at unmarked locations. This will create safer bicycle and pedestrian crossing opportunities and will encourage
drivers to slow down and be alert for pedestrians. The project will install new sidewalks on the west side of SR-9 where it
is currently lacking (sidewalk or shared use path is already in place along the entire east side of SR-9). The project will also
install new crosswalks on SR-9 at key locations.

Connecting the paid
parking lot to
the Lodge access

N

At Hummingbird Rd

Source: Google Streetview

TYPE

At Desert
Pearl Inn /
Shuttle Stop 4

APPROXIMATE
COST

$$$$

Sp ri n g d al e

TIMELINE

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

SP R I N G D AL E
R I VE R P AR K

Between The Park
House and Silver
Bear Enterprises

NEAR

MID

LONG

Proposed New Crosswalks
Existing Crosswalks
Sidewalk Gaps

R o c k vi l l e
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Springdale Downtown Circulation and Active Transportation Plan
POLICY

INFRASTRUCTURE

EXAMPLE: WARREN, NSW

OFF-STREET PARKING WAYFINDING, DYNAMIC WAYFINDING & CAPACITY SIGNAGE
Providing real-time information on where and how much parking is available in Springdale can reduce unnecessary
congestion related to circling for parking. Implement vehicular direction and dynamic signage from Wayfinding Study. In
addition to signage, automatic count devices to track occupancy of public parking areas would be needed to implement
this recommendation.

Source: Google Streetview

TYPE

APPROXIMATE
COST

$$$$

TIMELINE

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
NEAR

MID

LONG
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Springdale Downtown Circulation and Active Transportation Plan
POLICY

INFRASTRUCTURE

LOCAL EXAMPLE

FLEXIBLE ‘YIELD TO PEDESTRIANS’ BOLLARDS
Provide added visibility and encouragement for drivers to slow and be alert for pedestrians at key crossings. Install
temporary flexible bollards in the median with ‘Yield to Peds’ language during peak season at crosswalks where RRFBs are
not warranted or have not yet been installed.

Source: Google Streetview

TYPE

APPROXIMATE
COST

$$$$

TIMELINE

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
NEAR

MID

LONG
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Springdale Downtown Circulation and Active Transportation Plan
POLICY
POLICY

INFRASTRUCTURE

EXAMPLE: BROOKLYN, NY

OFF-HOUR FREIGHT LOADING AT SHUTTLE STOPS
This project will allow freight delivery vehicles to park in shuttle stops along SR-9 during off-peak hours when the shuttle
is not running. The project involves coordination with freight carriers to schedule their deliveries during times the shuttle
is not operating, and allowing them to use the shuttle stops to make the deliveries. This will reduce congestion caused by
freight vehicles maneuvering into and out of small parking and/or loading areas on commercial properties, especially those
located on narrow side streets.

Source: Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

TYPE

APPROXIMATE
COST

$$$$

TIMELINE

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
NEAR

MID

LONG
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Springdale Downtown Circulation and Active Transportation Plan
POLICY

INFRASTRUCTURE

EXAMPLE: DELRAY BEACH, FL

PEDESTRIAN COOLING AMENITIES
Enhance pedestrian comfort, especially during hot days, by providing more shaded spaces for people to walk and rest.
Improve the pedestrian streetscape throughout downtown with shade sails, canopies, and awnings; street trees, vegetation,
benches, and other seating. In addition to providing a more comfortable pedestrian environment during summer months,
shade structures can also provide public art and beautification opportunities.

Source: Lang Realty

TYPE

APPROXIMATE
COST

$$$$

TIMELINE

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
NEAR

MID

LONG
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Springdale Downtown Circulation and Active Transportation Plan
POLICY

INFRASTRUCTURE

REDIRECT SR-9 BIKE LANE TOWARDS ZION NATIONAL PARK BIKE ENTRANCE
This is a reconfiguration of the bicycle lane and vehicular turn lane at the northern terminus of the northbound bike lane.
Repave and add new wayfinding signage to direct people on bicycles onto the access road towards Zion National Park
bicycle and pedestrian entrance bridge. The reconfigured bicycle and vehicular turn lane will provide clear direction to
people on bikes entering Zion National Park and avoid conflicts with vehicles and issues with cyclists mistakenly traveling
to the vehicular entrance station.

EXAMPLE: SEATTLE, WA

Source: Google Streetview

TYPE

APPROXIMATE
COST

$$$$

TIMELINE

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
NEAR

MID

LONG
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Recommended Programmatic Strategies
The following programmatic strategies are recommended as measures to enhance mobility in Springdale
through improved information and policies, and will compliment physical infrastructure improvements.
E-Bike Safety Campaign
An e-bike safety campaign creates awareness for e-bike riders (especially first-time riders who may not be
familiar with e-bike handling characteristics), pedestrians, and drivers about e-bike safety, rules of the road,
e-bike accessible locations, and regulations for e-bike classification types. An effective e-bike safety
campaign would be conducted annually to align with peak summer tourist season and in partnership with
e-bike rental companies, local advocacy groups, nonprofits, and agencies. Collaborating partnerships could
include Zion National Park, the Southern Utah Bicycle Alliance (SUBA), the newly established Bike
Ambassador Program, and the Active Transportation Committee.
A successful e-bike safety campaign includes the following elements:






Media outreach and digital media assets
o

Social media and traditional media

o

E-bike safety overview video

o

PSA with local elected officials or influencers/mascots

o

Online and interactive map with e-bike classification type access

In-person safety demonstrations
o

Sessions held at e-bike rental stores

o

Workshops held by or in collaboration with partnership organizations

Data collection and analysis
o

Incident data

o

Complaint data

o

Review of data in conjunction with campaign to track progress

Several comparable gateway communities have recently enacted e-bike safety campaigns, including Park
City, UT, Aspen, CO, Carlsbad, NM, and San Clemente, CA. Park City conducts annual safety campaigns,
Bicycle Safety Month, Ten Seconds of Kindness, and Road Respect, during each new summer tourist season
in partnership with local trail and bicycle nonprofits. Park City has found success in the campaigns in
increasing e-bike safety and awareness, especially for the city operated bike share electric fleet.
Aspen promotes e-bike safety through an illustrated and clever video, shared through the city’s website
and on social media accounts. The video covers general rules of the road, e-bike safety, and etiquette, and
where e-bikes are allowed or prohibited.
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Carlsbad has focused on partnership with local law enforcement to promote e-bike rules and safety, whereas
San Clemente has focused on campaigns in lieu of increased enforcement. Utilizing incident and compliance
data can help assess the success of a campaign and influence future e-bike safety strategies.

Concepts
Concept Infrastructure Investments
The following infrastructure investments provide additional concepts for enhancing safety and mobility in
Springdale. As mentioned above, each of the concepts below would require substantial additional study
prior to implementation. These actions would likely occur on a longer timeframe than the recommended
improvements described above and may require larger-scale investments and/or more complex
coordination between stakeholders.
Partial/Soft Bike Separation
Providing additional delineation between cyclists and vehicles may be helpful in increasing safety and
visibility. Installing flexible bollards, partial rolled curbs, or other devices (such as the bike lane delineator
shown below) can better delineate bike lanes from the adjacent travel lane in high-conflict areas. This
strategy will require negotiation with UDOT and town assumption of maintenance/replacement
responsibilities.

Figure 15: Example Bike Lane Delineator

Gateway Feature
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As SR-9 approaches downtown Springdale, it gradually transitions from a rural highway to a small town
Main Street environment. However, drivers may carry higher speeds further into town than appropriate,
until they encounter environmental and roadway design cues that encourage lower speeds and more
cautious driving. A prominent gateway feature on the approach to downtown Springdale may help reinforce
to drivers that they have arrived in a populated area in which lower speeds are required, and where bicycles
and pedestrians should be expected. Potential gateway features could include monument signage, an
overhead arch, or a prominent public art installation that conveys a sense of arrival and is consistent with
Springdale’s visual character and history. This strategy may also reinforce the Town’s identity, sense of place,
and brand to visitors.
Complete Phase II of Proposed Zion Trail
Construct phase 2 of the Zion Trail Corridor from River Park to downtown along the Virgin River, including
an access point near Bumbleberry Lane. Extension of the existing trail, which currently terminates near Apple
Lane, would allow visitors staying at outlying hotels and accommodations to access downtown by bike or
e-bike on a fully separated facility, as well as providing potential opportunities for visitor experiences and
amenities along the Virgin River in Springdale.
Complete Phase III of Proposed Zion Trail
Construct phase 3 of the Zion Trail Corridor from downtown to Zion National Park, either along the Virgin
River or through Watchman Campground. Extension of the existing trail, which currently terminates near
Apple Lane, would allow visitors to travel throughout Springdale and into Zion National Park by bike or ebike on a fully separated facility, as well as providing potential opportunities for visitor experiences and
amenities along the Virgin River in Springdale.
Install Cycle Track or Protected Bike Lane on SR-9
Instead of or in addition to proposed extensions of the Zion Trail, a protected bike lane or cycle could be
installed on portions of SR-9 in downtown Springdale. Such a bike facility would provide enhanced
protection to cyclists from vehicular traffic. A protected bike lane would provide bike lanes alongside both
travel lanes, separated from adjacent traffic by physical barriers such as curbing, bollards, or planters. A
cycle track would provide a two-way bike facility on one side of SR-9, which would be similarly separated
from adjacent travel lanes. This strategy would require reconfiguration and reallocation of road and sidewalk
space within existing rights-of-way.
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One-way Loop in and out of Park with SR-9 and Zion Trail Planned Corridor
Utilizing the proposed Zion Trail Corridor, this concept would involve construction of a new road in order
to create a one-way loop in and out of town. This concept would divert approximately half of existing traffic
off of SR-9, as well as allowing one of the two through lanes on that facility to be removed and repurposed.
Leftover road width on SR-9 could be used for enhanced pedestrian, bicycle, shuttle, and/or micromobility
amenities. This approach would require extensive coordination with current landowners and UDOT.
Winderland/Paradise/Foothill Reconfiguration
The section of Winderland Lane between SR9 and Foothill Lane presents a complex transportation situation.
Multiple transportation modes conflict on this roadway. A high density of access points, neighborhood
accesses, and business patrons along and in proximity to Winderland Lane all combine to make exploration
of potential street realignment configurations warranted. Three distinct scenarios were developed to
explore different alternatives for improving this location.
Each of these scenarios contemplates a potential relocation of Springdale Elementary School. This report is
not suggesting the school should be relocated. It is merely exploring transportation options that could be
implemented if the school were relocated. The decision whether to relocate the school is up to the
Washington County School District. All three scenarios explore reconfigurations to increase comfort and
safety for pedestrians, facilitate ease in pick-up/drop-off, and provide new or re-envisioned access points
for automobiles. Additional details and mapping of these scenarios is provided in Appendix C.


Scenario A contemplates closing Winderland near Oscar’s Café back parking and converting the
area to a pedestrian corridor with a pick-up/drop-off zone along SR-9. Paradise Lane would also be
closed near Zion Cycle and converted to business access only from SR-9. Winderland and Paradise
would be accessible by automobile through a new street that would follow the current school access
driveway between Winderland and Paradise. Foothill Lane would be extended through to Paradise,
and the new roadway would connect to Foothill Lane.



Scenario B also would close Winderland Lane and convert it to a pedestrian corridor with pickup/drop-off along SR-9. West Temple Drive would be realigned to travel east and connect to
Paradise Lane through the school’s site. Winderland Lane would be closed to vehicular traffic
between Foothill Lane and West Temple Drive.



Scenario C would utilize one-way roads to move automobile traffic northbound along Winderland
Lane and southbound along Paradise Road. Foothill Lane would be extended to Paradise Road and
a pick-up/drop-off zone would be added at the school’s current access drive.

Expanded Grid Network
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Currently, mobility through Springdale is heavily reliant on SR-9, with very few alternate routes that allow
traffic to bypass SR-9 to avoid congestion or other conditions that impede mobility (e.g. delivery vehicles,
collisions, road work, etc.). Connecting Winderland Lane to Stone Mountain Drive could add redundancy to
the street network and provide a secondary route through/around downtown.
Develop Public Parking in Downtown Springdale
Encouraging a centralized 'park once' approach in Springdale’s downtown core could reduce vehicular
traffic on SR-9, side streets, and at business accesses. Potential options for providing additional off-street
parking beyond what currently exists in town could including the existing elementary school site, possibly
in conjunction with new commercial development, or off Desert Springs Road, and could include surface
and/or structured parking.

Concept Programmatic Strategies
The following programmatic strategies are recommended as measures to enhance mobility in Springdale
through improved information and policies, and will compliment physical infrastructure improvements.
Travel Demand Management (TDM) Program with Businesses
Because visitors make up a large proportion of travel demand and congestion within Springdale during
peak periods, information that can help visitors best use the Town’s transportation options may be valuable
in reducing congestion and unnecessary trips. This action would provide businesses, especially hotels and
other lodging options, with high-quality informational materials on how to easily access options such as
the Springdale Shuttle, bike share/rental options, and walkable amenities. Many lodging and other
businesses may already be publicizing some of these options, however, a coordinated effort to promote the
most effective communication strategies in this space may reduce town-wide congestion and transportation
challenges.
Bikeshare Program
Many recreation-oriented communities have developed bikeshare programs in order to provide visitors and
residents alike with easy access to bicycles in downtown/town center areas, allowing for greater access to
destinations that may be further than a comfortable walk but close enough that a vehicle trip is unnecessary.
Shared bike systems may be docked (with bicycles needing to be returned to physical dock locations) or
dockless (bicycles may be parked at any legal location within a service area), and may use traditional
bicycles, e-bikes, or a combination of both. Users may pay for the bikeshare on a per-use or per-time-period
basis, or purchase unlimited access for a day, week, or longer period of time.
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In Utah, docked bikeshare systems currently exist in Salt Lake City and Summit County (serving Park City
and surrounding communities), while private dockless bike share providers operate in Salt Lake County.
Both docked and dockless bikeshares require maintenance, including regular ‘rebalancing’ of where bikes
are located in the system.
Electric Vehicle Charging Strategies
As a gateway community for Zion National Park, Springdale is well positioned to serve electric vehicle (EV)
drivers who are looking to visit the area and the park. The market share of electric and hybrid vehicles
registered in Utah has rapidly grown since 2015 and is anticipated to continue growing as consumers are
demanding more electric and hybrid vehicles, and manufacturers are producing more electric vehicle
options. Springdale would benefit from having a critical mass of EV chargers to ensure EV drivers to do not
avoid visiting Springdale due to ‘range anxiety’ stemming from a lack of easily available charging
infrastructure.
Potential electric vehicle charging strategies for Springdale to consider include:


Expanding existing EV charging options in Springdale by creating a program to install EV charging
infrastructure in town-operating on- and off-street parking areas;
o

Assess number of public stations needed, locations, costs, and maintenance needs for
program


Recommended that no more than 10% of total number of parking spaces be
designated as EV charging stations.1



Public stations should be in areas of density and where parked for long periods
of time, in Springdale this would include hotels, government offices, businesses,
and existing parking facilities. 2



Electrifying Town and other public entities’ fleet vehicles;



Planning for connected and autonomous vehicle technologies, which are typically electric;



Investigating and providing private vehicle electrification incentives for residents; and,



Providing premium freight access/loading zones for electric delivery vehicles.

For additional information on electric and autonomous vehicle charging infrastructure, see Appendix D.
Manage Access to SR-9
This strategy would entail managing external access to SR-9 by private vehicles near the town boundary
during peak hours and seasons, in conjunction with extended shuttle service and a park and ride lot/mobility

1

Creating EV-Ready Towns and Cities: A Guide to Planning and Policy Tools
(https://www.transportationandclimate.org/sites/default/files/EVSE_Planning_and_Policy_Tool_Guide.pdf)

2

Charging Plug-In Electric Vehicles in Public (https://afdc.energy.gov/fuels/electricity_charging_public.html)
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hub. This policy would restrict entry to town during peak hours and seasons to residents, business-related
vehicles, and timed entry reservations. This approach could provide Springdale with a strong tool to manage
traffic congestion and parking demands but would require extensive coordination with UDOT and local
stakeholders as well as a robust shuttle service to meet the mobility needs of visitors who are no longer
allowed to enter Springdale via private vehicle.
Freight Delivery Hub and In-Town Delivery Restrictions
Freight deliveries to businesses in downtown Springdale currently cause traffic and quality of life impacts
to residents and visitors. Development of a freight hub outside of downtown, restrictions on large freight
vehicles in downtown, and a first/last mile delivery program using smaller delivery vehicles could potentially
mitigate these impacts. This would entail identifying a site and developing a facility for centralized freight
loading/unloading outside of downtown core and requiring the use of small delivery vans, private vehicles,
or cargo bikes to transfer goods to their final destination within a defined downtown zone.
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Community Outreach
In order to ensure that the improvements and strategies recommended in this plan align with the
community’s vision for mobility and the downtown area, a public survey was conducted from May 11th to
June 3rd, 2022. This survey presented this plan’s recommendations and allowed the public to rate their
approval or disapproval of each recommended improvement or intervention, as well as provide
comments. A total of 71 respondents provided feedback in the survey.
The table below summarizes the average rating of each of the ten recommendations, as well as the share
of respondents expressing approval (rating the project as 51 out of 100 or better). All ten
recommendations were approved of by a majority of respondents. The best-received recommendations
were redirecting the SR-9 bike lane towards the ZNP bike entrance (85% in favor), filling sidewalk gaps
and adding crosswalks (83%), and adding crosswalk enhancements (82%).

Survey Response Summary (n = 71)
# Question
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

What do you think about adding crosswalk enhancements to roads in
Springdale?
What do you think about adding conflict striping at busy driveways and
intersections along Zion Park Boulevard?
What do you think about adding a shared‐use path crossing and
additional wayfinding?
What do you think about adding mobility hubs at these locations?
What do you think about filling remaining sidewalk gaps and adding
more crosswalks?
What do you think about adding electronic wayfinding and parking
capacity signage for off‐street parking?
What do you think about adding more flexible ‘yield to pedestrians’
bollards at crossings where they don’t currently exist?
What do you think about allowing freight loading/unloading at shuttle
stops during the night when the shuttle isn’t running?
What do you think about adding amenities such as trees, shade sails,
and awnings to sidewalks in downtown Springdale?
What do you think about redirecting the SR‐9 bike lane towards the
Zion National Park bike entrance?

Average Response
(0 ‐ 100)

% Approve

75

82%

69

72%

67

68%

64

64%

79

83%

52

52%

74

77%

71

73%

63

64%

80

85%

Several themes heard in written comments across these options include:


A desire to improve pedestrian safety and make navigation easier while avoiding unnecessary
signs, illumination, and other visual ‘clutter’ that detracts from the Town’s character. Sample
comments:
o “We do need vehicles to stop for pedestrians, but the more industrial the signage, the
more people will feel that this is just like any other place.”
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“I like this [shade amenities] if they can enhance the look of the town and not detract
from it.”
Support for expanding sidewalks, safe crossings, and bike connections, alongside frustration that
pedestrians often cross SR-9 at uncontrolled locations. Sample comment:
o “More crosswalks are vital for a few reasons: stop people from darting across the street
outside a crosswalk, and put drivers on alert so they drive more slowly overall.”
Enthusiasm for mobility hub and freight delivery strategies that could reduce congestion, but with
questions about implementation and side effects such as noise from nighttime deliveries. Sample
comments:
o “Some deliveries just aren’t possible during off hours, but encouraging it [off-hours
delivery at shuttle stops] is wise.”
o “I think this [mobility hub] is a great idea but it seems it could be rather expensive and its
success or failure could be highly dependent on design, implementation, and signage.
We should study this one thoroughly before spending money.”
o
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Appendix A: Sidewalk Gap Map Series
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Appendix B: Crash Locations Map
Series
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Appendix C: Winderland Drive
Scenarios Memorandum
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Date:

February 16, 2022

To:

Tom Danise, Director of Community Development, Town of Springdale

From:

Tim Baird, Senior Transportation Planner, Fehr & Peers

Subject:

Winderland Lane Scenario Options
UT21-2303

Purpose
In preparation for the potential future relocation of Springdale Elementary School, this memo
outlines potential future roadway options for Winderland Lane. In addition to the potential

relocation of Springdale Elementary School, the high density of access points, neighborhood

access, and business patrons along and in proximity to Winderland Lane, warranted exploration of
potential street realignment configurations. Three scenarios are included.

All three scenarios explore reconfigurations in an effort to increase comfort and safety for

pedestrians, facilitate ease in pick-up/drop-off, and provide new or re-envisioned access points
for automobiles.

Scenario A
The first draft reconfiguration for Winderland Lane, closes Winderland near Oscar’s Café back

parking, and converts the area to a pedestrian corridor with a pick-up/drop-off zone along SR-9.
Paradise Lane would also be closed near Zion Cycle and converted to business access only from
SR-9. Winderland and Paradise would be accessible by automobile through a new street that

would follow the current school access driveway between Winderland and Paradise. Foothill Lane

would be extended through to Paradise, and the new roadway would connect to Foothill Lane.

Scenario B
The second conceptual draft also closes Winderland Lane and converts it to a pedestrian corridor
with pick-up/drop-off along SR-9. Temple Drive would be realigned to travel east and connect to
Paradise Lane through the school’s site. Winderland Lane would be closed to vehicular traffic
between Foothill Lane and Temple Drive.

Scenario C
The third draft concept utilizes one-way roads to move automobile traffic northbound along

Winderland Lane and southbound along Paradise Road. Foothill Lane will be extended to Paradise
Road and a pick-up/drop-off zone would be added at the school’s current access drive.

2180 South 1300 East | Suite 220 | Salt Lake City, UT 84106 | (801) 463-7600 | Fax (801) 486-4638
www.fehrandpeers.com
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Appendix D: Electric and Autonomous
Vehicle Trends and Strategies
Electric Vehicles
As a gateway community for Zion National Park, Springdale is well positioned to serve electric vehicle (EV)
drivers who are looking to visit the area and the park. The market share of electric and hybrid vehicles
registered in Utah has rapidly grown since 2015 and is anticipated to continue growing as consumers are
demanding more electric and hybrid vehicles, and manufacturers are producing more electric vehicle
options.
At the state level, Utah provided one-time funding in 2019 to build-out 121 EV Level 2 chargers along 23
state-owned facilities in 2020. Also in 2020, the state passed HB0259: Electric Vehicle Charging Network.
The bill works toward identifying strategic electric vehicle stations, or electric vehicle supply equipment
(EVSE) locations, and building out a network along the state’s interstate highway system by the end of 2025.
Part of this work focuses on connecting EV drivers to the “Mighty 5” national parks, including Zion National
Park.
Previous EV efforts and studies within the state have identified key EV corridors, locations, and gaps across
the state, including I-15, which is a primary route for visitors accessing Springdale. Currently, Springdale has
six Level 2 electric vehicle chargers, four of which are Tesla chargers, and all chargers appear to be privately
owned and located on hotel or lodging sites. Zion National Park has a Level 2 charging station at the Zion
National Park Lodge.
Springdale would benefit from having a critical mass of EV chargers to ensure EV drivers to do not avoid
visiting Springdale due to ‘range anxiety’ stemming from a lack of easily available charging infrastructure.
Currently, the Utah DAQ administers an Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment (EVSE) Incentive Program that
provides business, non-profit, and governmental entities with 50% reimbursement of qualifying purchase
and installation expenses for EV infrastructure. Prior to siting EV locations, purchasing equipment, and
initiating an EV program, key advantages and disadvantages should be considered.

EV Advantages
Increases usage of clean energy – EVs reduce gasoline and diesel-dependent vehicle consumption and
reduce greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs).
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Eases access for EV owners and users - Installation of EV charging stations throughout Springdale
increases accessibility and ease for EV charging.
Potential to Align with statewide goals – Installation of EV charging stations within Springdale supports
the State’s goal of expanding the electric vehicle grid and easing access for EV drivers to connect to the
Mighty 5 national parks. Additionally, Springdale could consider converting fleet vehicles to EV and assess
if this would align with statewide or regional goals.
Corresponds with federal administration investments – The Biden Administration’s $1.2 trillion
Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (IIJA) aims to further expand EV usage and accessibility in the U.S.
The act sets aside $2.5 billion for electric vehicle charging and fueling in a new competitive federal program,
and $7.5 billion for a national electric vehicle charging network.
Increasing EV manufacturing and consumer options- Automobile manufacturers are seeing the
increasing trend of EV purchases and are responding with more electric and hybrid options for consumers.
As more EVs are available, it increases purchasing options for consumers and therefore potentially
accelerating private EV ownership.

EV Disadvantages
Battery development and supply chain - There are implications in manufacturing EV batteries and the
supply chain of building an EV versus a gasoline and diesel-dependent vehicle. While the costs of battery
development has decreased, the energy requirements to manufacture an EV battery can be a drawback. In
addition, development of batteries requires land-intensive mining and use of heavy metals.
Energy source for battery charging – Springdale must consider where the electricity to charge EVs comes
from. For example, daytime charging typically comes from solar energy, while nighttime charging typically
comes from carbon. Currently, most EVs are charged overnight at a private residence, hotel, or publicowned facility. Charging stations must have the ability to store unused solar energy to provide cleaner
overnight charging opportunities.
Unknown long-term investment cost and technology innovations – As with all developing technology,
cost efficiencies typically increase over time as the technology is improved. The charging stations utilized
for EVs today might not be the same or as efficient as future iterations. Considering when and where to
invest in charging stations will be important. Certain EV manufactures, such as Tesla, have even developed
superchargers that charger at a much faster rate than early chargers. A historical example of hardware
investment evolution are coin operated parking meters for on-street parking that have upgraded to cardenabled meters, and now include options for mobile phone-based micropayments without meters. The
upfront cost to switch hardware as charging technology improves should be considered.
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Upfront ownership costs for residents – The upfront costs for residents or visitors to purchase an EV can
be prohibitive as well as the need to install or access personal charging for residents. Without incentives,
EVs can be financially out of reach for low-income consumers, who have long been subject to inequitable
impacts of transportation and environmental policies.
Placement and use of electric vehicle charging stations – The equitable placement of EV charging
stations along the corridor should be considered. A balance of where demand for EV charging stations
currently exists – often in high income areas – must be met with the potential or desired growth for future
EV use and demand for charging stations within all of Springdale. As with all site-specific transportation
investments, equitable placement of infrastructure investment impacts residents, their property value, and
their ease of access to the investment.

Other EV Considerations
The 2020 State of Utah Electric Vehicle Master Plan outlines key considerations (page 34 and 35) for
jurisdictions looking to build out and administer EV charging stations, and provides guidance on the EV
charger siting considerations, appropriate charger types for different applications, installation and O&M
costs.

EV Strategies
EV strategies are typically related to policies and incentives which encourage purchase of EVs, installation
of EV charging infrastructure in the public right-of-way, or conversion of fleet vehicles to electric. Potential
strategies for Springdale to consider include:

‐

‐

Expand existing EV charging options in Springdale by creating a program to install EV charging
infrastructure in town‐operating on‐ and off‐street parking areas
o Assess number of public stations needed, locations, costs, and maintenance needs for
program
 Recommended that no more than 10% of total number of parking spaces be
designated as EV charging stations.3
 Public stations should be in areas of density and where parked for long periods
of time, in Springdale this would include hotels, government offices, businesses,
and existing parking facilities. 4
Electrify county and public agencies fleet vehicles

3

Creating EV-Ready Towns and Cities: A Guide to Planning and Policy Tools
(https://www.transportationandclimate.org/sites/default/files/EVSE_Planning_and_Policy_Tool_Guide.pdf)

4

Charging Plug-In Electric Vehicles in Public (https://afdc.energy.gov/fuels/electricity_charging_public.html)
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‐
‐
‐

Plan for Autonomous/Connected Vehicle technologies, which are typically EV
Investigate and provide private vehicle electrification incentives for residents
Provide premium freight access/loading zones for EV delivery vehicles (important to still
consider a charging fee if trucks will charge at location)

Connected and Autonomous Vehicles
Cities and towns are anticipating the eventual deployment of Connected and Autonomous Vehicles (CAVs)
and some jurisdictions allow vehicle testing on public roads today. Springdale likely already experiences
some CAV demand and traffic as four Tesla chargers currently exist in town.
CAVs are continually evolving in levels of automation. Figure 1 highlights the levels of automation, from no
automation to full automation. Automakers are currently deploying level 1 and 2 vehicles, with level 3
coming soon. As noted in the EV section, currently four Tesla charges exist in Springdale. Tesla vehicles are
currently level 2 automation, meaning the vehicle is partially automated but requires engagement and
monitoring from the driver when performing autonomous functions.

Figure 1: NHTSA's Levels of Automation from the Society of Automotive Engineers

The ability to reach level 3 - level 5 automation, also known as Automated Driving System (ADS), may be
heavily reliant on a connected environment, where the autonomous vehicle is communicating with
surrounding devices, other automobiles, and potentially even people through mobile devices.
For most jurisdictions to be prepared for level 5 CAVs, the entire transportation system and land use
infrastructure would potentially need to be connected, a large undertaking that could take years of
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investment and building. Researchers have also hypothesized excluding level 4 or 5 CAVs from certain areas
as one effort to prevent CAVs from circling with no passengers to reduce VMT and emissions. This could be
a difficult future strategy for Springdale without an expansion of the roadway network to funnel traffic off
SR-9.

Ride-hailing and Electric Vehicles as a Precursor to
CAVs
To better understand CAV impacts, ride-hailing demands and the rollout of EV charging stations could
provide insight. Preliminary research about the potential transportation impacts of CAVs suggests that they
may increase vehicle miles traveled (VMT) as it is anticipated that CAVs will function similarly to ride-hailing
vehicles, particularly if they do not operate as shared. Early models indicate potential impacts on congestion
as CAVs circle endlessly while waiting for a passenger to avoid parking charges. Additionally, employees
could decide to live further from work if they are able to use their commute time to work. In a scenic state
such as Utah, this could be a plausible and desirable option for employees.
The current and ongoing deployment of EV chargers could provide insight into initial CAV technology at
the curb. For example, lessons learned from EV charger testing, planning, data standards used, and access
at could all inform CAV impacts.

CAVs and Safety
Theoretically CAVs will follow laws and not enter bus stop zones or double park and will yield to a pedestrian
in a crosswalk. While the long-term effects of CAVs could decrease conflicts among modes and reduce
overall crashes (potentially with wildlife as well), the transition period between now and then will be
challenging. While CAVs are operating or being tested on public roadways today, a few high-profile fatal
crashes have occurred, particularly with people walking. As a recreational area and tourist destination,
Springdale has high pedestrian and bicycle traffic, and CAVs interactions with these modes should use
caution.
While the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), has a preliminary statement of policy
concerning automated vehicles, safety requirements or regulations have yet to be fully developed, nor have
guidelines on how those requirements and regulations would apply at the curb.
The Governor’s Highway Safety Association released a report on AVs and safety, but the guidance is also
limited. Recommendations for state-level strategies are included but are not as suitable for local
jurisdictions at this time.
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CAV Strategies
‐

Record and document any CAV conflict interactions

‐

Gain an understanding of how current ride-hail patterns impact traffic in Springdale

‐

If and when Springdale undertakes an EV program, consider how any data collection efforts could
also provide information on CAV usage
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Memorandum
To:
From:
Date:
Re:

Mayor, Town Council
Rick Wixom
June 17, 2022
June 22, 2022 Town Council Meeting
Discussion on Enterprise Funds and User Rates

I’ve discussed with the Council on a few occasions the need to have a conversation about the
various enterprise funds, the financial sustainability of those funds, and the user rates and fees
that provide the revenues for them.
The Town has three enterprise funds: culinary water, secondary water (irrigation) and sewer.
While there are some common concerns that affect them generally, each of these funds have
specific issues and potential resolutions that we’ll explore through this discussion. First, some
background on each fund.
Culinary Water Fund
This fund includes revenues and expenses related to the operation of the culinary water system.
This system’s assets include a portion of the diversion structure, piping and pumps that divert
water from the Virgin River, a portion of the pumps and piping that deliver water from a spring
and well, the water treatment plant, several water tanks, and approximately 20 miles of
distribution water pipe. Water is diverted from the various sources, treated in the water
treatment plant, and delivered to users in the community.
Secondary Water Fund
This fund includes revenues and expenses related to the operation of the secondary water system.
The fund’s assets include a portion of the diversion structure, piping and pumps that divert water
from the Virgin River, a portion of the pumps and piping that deliver water from a spring and
well, approximately 7.7 miles of distribution system, and a storage tank. Users of the fund
include Town properties and town irrigation customers. Shareholders in the Springdale
Consolidated Irrigation Company (SCIC) also use this fund’s infrastructure to access the water
owned by the SCIC.
Sewer Fund
This fund includes revenues and expenses related to the operation of the town’s sanitary sewer
system that collects and treats wastewater within the Town. The fund’s assets include
approximately 15 miles of collection pipe, the lagoon treatment facility west of Rockville
(including the buildings, UV system, and aeration components), and various flow meters.
Wastewater flow is collected through the system, treated and disinfected in in the lagoon facility
and eventually discharged back to the Virgin River. The system also treats wastewater from
Zion National Park and several connected properties in Rockville.

General Issues
The major general issue facing our utility systems and enterprise funds is one of scale.
Springdale is a small community with large utility impacts due to its proximity to Zion and the
influx of its transient tourism population. A community of 600 people would not need the
amount of infrastructure necessary to also meet the needs of millions of visitors each year or
systems that are able to provide the vastly differing levels of service in January than what we
face in May through September.
Setting user rates is in theory a straightforward process. The system identifies the amount of
revenue needed to meet anticipated expenses of the system. These expenses include, but are not
limited to, personnel, operating and maintenance expenses, utilities, insurance, bad debt and
other system related expenses. The system then sets rates sufficient to meet those anticipated
expenses. The State recently changed its rate setting statutes. Water rates in municipalities are
now required to be set or modified by ordinance of the legislative body, and updating our
ordinances with the various rate structures will be coming soon. Municipalities may set different
rates for different classifications of customers if there is a reasonable basis to do so as outlined in
the code.
User rates are often broken down into base rates and usage rates. In a more typical community
(not a high seasonal area with few connections), the base rate would be calculated to cover all the
fixed costs for a utility and usage rates would be used to cover variable expenses or those
expenses that change as the system produces more water. Trying to apply all fixed costs to base
rates is great when a system has several thousand customers but much less effective when we
have as few customer accounts as we have.
Conservation pricing is a term that describes a tiered rate structure in which the user pays more
for water as they move up the tiers. Springdale has such a system now for culinary water, but
not for irrigation or sewer services. This pricing is intended to drive conservation through the
economic indicator of higher water bills. The State now requires conservation pricing in
culinary water systems. While this system might be effective for some users, it may not be as
effective in situations where the rate payer doesn’t have ultimate decision making in terms of
water use. For instance, hotel customers decide how much water they use, but don’t see the
underlying water pricing. They do see their room rate, which includes factors such as hotel
operational costs, but the connection between water used and water billing isn’t clearly seen or
understood. So, other tools are necessary to promote conservation in this situation.
Depreciation is an issue that affects many systems, including ours. Typically termed a “paper”
expense, depreciation represents the reduction value of an asset over time due to factors such as
use, wear, and tear. Depreciation is booked as an expense in our financial statements in each
enterprise fund. In theory, if an entity were able to fully budget for depreciation, at the end of
the usable life of an asset, the entity would have sufficient money on hand to replace the asset.
Like many other communities, we are not able to fully budget for depreciation in the enterprise
funds. We have a small renewal and replacement fund in the water system, but not in the
irrigation or sewer funds.

Users and User Rates
The following analysis uses data and information from fiscal year 2021 (July 2020 to June 2021).
The data seen is consistent with data analysis in previous years in terms of users, usage, and
percentages.
We categorize users into residential or commercial accounts. Culinary users are also broken
down into usage tiers discussed above (0-5k, 5-10k, 10-25k, 25-50k, and more than 50k gallons
per month).
In 2021 most residential users (75%) fall into the lowest water use tier. The average usage for
this group during 2021 was about 1,700 gallons per month. In the second tier (5-10k gallons)
there are 16% of the system users with an average use of 6,800 gallons per month. Residential
users in the top tier used 99,206 gallons per month during 2021.

In contrast, in 2021 commercial users are more evenly spread through the usage tiers as shown
below. The 23% in the lowest tier have an average usage of 1,200 gallons per month while the
22% in the highest tier have an average use of over 120,000 gallons per month.

Users of the sewer system are also categorized into residential and commercial accounts. In the
sewer fund, rates are presently tiered into two tiers, less than 7k gallons per day and greater than
7k gallons per day. The following charts show the breakdown of users in these two tiers.

Specific Fund Issues
Culinary Water Fund
The single most significant issue facing the culinary water fund is keeping the fund current with
rising costs. The second most significant issue is for the fund to have sufficient revenues to
cover depreciation and position itself for future needed improvements and replacement of capital
assets. As assets are depreciated, the fund needs to be able to repair and eventually replace those
assets. Fund depreciation in 2021 was $391,365 and is anticipated to increase in future years.
We are not able to budget for depreciation but are able to (and required to) budget for a smaller
renewal and replacement fund. This replacement fund budget amounts to 5% of annual
operations and maintenance costs, or about $53,800 in FY2022. The inclusion of the renewal
and replacement fund was a requirement of the State imposed in 2009 as part of financing the
water tank and pipeline project that year.
Cash flow in the fund, when accounting for depreciation as an expense, is negative and could be
an issue for the Council to look at. Because depreciation is not a “real” expense, actual cash
flow is not negative, but the fund is not necessarily setting aside sufficient resources to provide
for the replacement of assets. When depreciation is applied in our financial statements, the year
is shown with negative net income.

To understand the scope of this issue, to fully fund deprecation or an amount equal to $391,365,
current water rates (base and usage) would need to increase by approximately 41%. This would
equate to the following impacts on average users:
Tier
0‐5k
5‐10k
10‐25k
25‐50K
over 50K

# Residential
Users
255
55
24
4
2

Residential Average
Monthly Increase
$10.99
$23.96
$50.57
$101.74
$447.27

# Commercial
Users
30
11
31
29
30

Commercial Average
Monthly Increase
$10.55
$25.29
$60.08
$145.79
$552.34

This is not a recommendation for action but provided to give information to the Council to aid in
your discussion.
Irrigation Fund
Years ago, secondary water (irrigation) revenues and expenses were included in the culinary
water fund. However, because the systems are two different systems with two different
purposes, an irrigation fund was created, and revenues and expenses directly related to irrigation
were booked to the new fund.
The irrigation fund is our most unsustainable fund, at least at present. This is caused by similar
issues affecting the other funds, only on a larger scale. The fund relies on transfers into the fund
to remain financially balanced. For several years, this transfer has come from the General Fund.
This is not wholly inappropriate, because some of the properties irrigated by this fund are public
properties (cemetery, ball field, town parks, town properties) and the public are the users that
would otherwise be paying user fees. But the scale of those transfers should be concerning.
The user base for the irrigation fund is significantly smaller than the user base of either the water
fund or sewer fund. As of today, there are 85 irrigation users (town customers) who are rate
payers in the fund, along with the SCIC which pays a portion of fund maintenance based on
contractual obligations between the SCIC and the Town.
Irrigation user rates are flat rates based on the size of the irrigation connection (e.g. 1”, 1.5”, 4”
etc.) and are not usage-based. Present rates are as follows:
Connections Users
1”
81
1.5”
3
4”
1
85

Rate/Year
$254
$508
$1,779

In 2021 the Town installed secondary water meters on all town property and town customer
connections. When looking at average seasonal water use (March – May 2022 at this point) the
secondary meters have shown the following average monthly usages per connection size:
Connection Type
Town Properties (2”)
1”
1.5”
4”

Average
Monthly Use
130,413
16,833
160,709
528,888

This usage will continue to be tracked through this and future irrigation seasons.
The Council may want to look at changing from a flat rate user fee to a usage-based user fee that
can provide for the use of water in the fee or increase the fee as usage goes up. As discussed
above, conservation pricing, or pricing that goes up as more water is used, is a common tool in
allowing market forces to help with water conservation. A flat rate does nothing to promote
conservation in water use.
Sewer Fund
As with the water fund, the sewer fund is not able to budget for depreciation. Fund depreciation
in 2021 was $79,300. As with the culinary fund, when depreciation is not included as an
expense, the fund’s net income in 2021 is positive. When depreciation is added, the fund’s net
income is a negative $49,500 (as reflected in the financial statements for 2021).
In order to fully cover depreciation, assuming no other changes to the fee structure, sewer fund
user rates (base rate and usage rate) would have to increase by approximately 24%. As with the
water fund discussion above, this is not a recommendation for action but provided to give
information to the Council to aid in your discussion.
At present there is little conservation pricing within the sewer fund. Having only two tiers, less
than and greater than 7,000 gallons, there is little economic pressure to use less water, or put less
water into the sewer system. The Council could consider modifying the rate schedule to use the
same tiers as the culinary water system (0-5k, 5-10k, 10-25k, 25-50k, and more than 50k gallons
per month). While culinary usage rates charge for all water used, it has been the practice of the
Town to include an amount of wastewater in the sewer base rate. As shown above, between 72%
and 91% of residential customers use less than 7,000 gallons of water per month and between
23% and 32% of commercial customers are in the lower tier.
If the sewer fund usage tiers were changed to match the culinary usage tiers, the residential users
on average would remain primarily within the lowest tier and commercial users would be more
evenly spread throughout each tier.
The current usage rate for the sewer fund is $3.83/1000 gallons of water used for usage in excess
of 7,000 gallons. Modifying the sewer fund rate structure to have similar tiers as our culinary
usage rates, including keeping the first tier within the base rate, and having a 15% step between

tiers, would accomplish the same financial goal as modifying the current rates schedule by 25%
and not raise sewer rates on the vast majority of customers.
under 5k
5k to 10k
10k to 25k
25k to 50k
over 50k

included in base
$3.83
$4.40
$5.07
$5.82

15%
/1000 gallons
/1000 gallons
/1000 gallons
/1000 gallons

The second major issue facing the sewer fund is the additional revenue needs of the sewer
filtration/headworks project. At this point we are anticipating a project of approximately $3.72
million. If we are successful in our proposed application with the Division of Water Quality, we
anticipate that about half of that will be principal forgiveness and half will be financed.
Anticipating some standard bond terms (2.5% interest, 25 years) we estimate a new debt service
of about $102,000/year. Another sizable increase, but one that is necessary to fully comply with
our State permit requirements.

Discussion Topics
Below are several topics the Council could discuss and provide guidance and direction on.


The scope and pace of ongoing rate increases in all funds. While we should at least keep
up with rising costs based on the CPI and other metrics and provide for the replacement
of assets, fully budgeting for depreciation may not be realistic.



Creation of a renewal and replacement fund in the Sewer Fund. I anticipate that the
creation of this fund will be a requirement of any State funding related to the sewer
lagoon filtration project.



Modifying the sewer fund rate schedule to match the usage tiers in the Culinary Water
Fund.



Modifying the irrigation rate schedule to provide for usage-based billing. While this will
be a large impact on users, the present flat-rate schedule does not provide any incentive to
conserve water.

I realize that this is a lot of information and thank you for your attention and consideration.
While it’s not practical for the public meeting, I’d be happy to go through the various
spreadsheets and background data if you are interested.
Please let me know if there is additional data or information you would like to have prior to your
meeting, or if you have any specific questions about the information in the memo.

From: Hans Dunzinger
Date: Mon, Jun 20, 2022 at 1:22 PM
Subject: Mixed use and Ordinance proposal
To: Barbara Bruno <bbruno@springdale.utah.gov>, Lisa Zumpft <lzumpft@springdale.utah.gov>, Tom
Dansie <tdansie@springdale.utah.gov>

Hi Barbara and Lisa.
As you requested, here is what I talked about with Tom.
This are the Sq ft that sound reasonable to me to require for a mixed use in Type 1 development.
20 to 50 rooms= 2,500 sq ft
51 to 80 rooms= 3,500 sq ft
81+ rooms

= 4,500 sq ft.

Keep in mind that this are minimums, so any developer that has a need or project that will have more sq
ft will have no restrictions to build them. (Cable Mountain, Flanigan's, Bumbleberry)
Also, I would like to take the opportunity to add some comments and concerns. You can share this with
all council members.
Per ordinance proposal, Employee housing will not count toward mixed-use
- Employee housing should count toward mixed-use because the lack of affordable housing in town
already makes it difficult to staff business locations. If you require more business space to be built and
then don't allow housing to count toward the mixed-use requirement potentially you will have some
empty shops because they won't be staffed. Passing an ordinance requiring mixed zone is one step to
encourage more diversity but not a magic solution. The need to have a chance to be successful. Town
council may restrict the amount of sq ft devoted to employee housing but to not count at all or
penalizing by adding an additional 50% of mixed use is not right.
Restrictions in general,
The more restrictions Springdale puts on lodging in Springdale the more units will be built in Laverkin
and other towns which will increase traffic and tourists that just pass-through Springdale. With lodging
units in Springdale, more opportunities tourists will have to stay in Springdale and spend their money in
town instead of just having negative impacts by passing through. By my experience, visitors parked in
town do not visit our restaurant, Kings Landing. People staying in town do. That even goes back to the
time the Driftwood offered free parking on premises.

Type 1/Type 2
The taskforce acknowledged that type 2 lodging is the use that has the potential to harm Springdale the
most because of the conversion of small lots (including commercial, long-term residential, and
workforce housing) to type 2 lodging is the most lucrative and possible under Springdale's zoning. The
idea of having Type 1 as an overlay zone because someone could purchase smaller properties and
convert them into a bigger lodge is more based on fear and general idea then facts. Please consult with
Tom where those potential are, if there are. I don't believe there is much. Also, to remind all council
members, very few properties are going to be affected, (potentially two, Driftwood and Bumbleberry)
the fact that most of the rest have either a settlement or development agreement. (Desert Peal, Ferber
Resort, Best Western, Marriot, Montclair, Majestic View.) Or they are maxed out. (Pioneer, Flannigan's) I
strongly believe that the task force proposal with an overlay zone for Type 2 is what town council should
pass.
I hope this helps. Feel free to call me for clarifications.
Best regards,

Hans Dunzinger
Driftwood Lodge

Hello TC and town staff,
In regards to the agenda items below, please see my comments inserted thereafter.
Many thanks,
Jonathan Zambella

Sent from my mobile tether...please pardon my brevity...

On Jun 17, 2022, at 2:16 PM, Springdale Town <springdale@springdale.utah.gov>
wrote:
B. Administrative Action Items
1. Public Hearing - Ordinance 2022-10: Changes to the front setback requirements in
the Valley Residential and Village Commercial zones, making front setback distances
dependent on building height
As a recent DDR applicant in the CC zone, and several revisions to my plans due to
misinterpretations of the town code, I would encourage the Town Council to simplify, not
complicate the ordinances. These additional variables that are inconsistent from zone to
zone significantly increase the cost of development reducing developers interest in
higher quality finishes landscaping to reduce costs. Additionally the greater the
complications of the ordinances the greater the aversion to developers including
employee housing into their projects. The 18’ max height within 50’ of SR9 should align
with the CC zones and be set to 20’.

2. Public Hearing - Ordinance 2022-11: Changes to the method of determining
maximum permitted density (units per acre) in the Central Commercial and Village
Commercial zones by exempting land in the regulatory floodway and in slopes of 30%
and greater grade from the density calculation
I agree that lower density properties align with the General Plan objectives, but I am not
confident the town will actually see any benefit from this ordinance change with several
developments already approved but not yet built, that violate this. Nicholas’s old
property is one example where 30% slopes are being exploited to maximize the density
of the lot. If this is approved, it should be applied to all development in the town to see
an actual difference. EG parking lot sizes, residential dwellings etc, not just hotels.

3. Continued from June 8, 2022 - Ordinance 2022-09: Revisions to various sections of
Town Code regarding Transient Lodging regulations and enacting of a Transient
Lodging Overlay Zone
I agree that there were some infirmities with transient lodging development in
Springdale, but the new ordnance is borderline insane. As proposed, this ordinance
will:
1. Essentially rezone existing VC and CC lots to residential use only. These land
owners will be entitled to compensation for this taking. I am guessing already 3 or 4
lawsuits coming out of this and in the end, the Town will lose.
2. Will eliminate any chance of a hotelier to build employee housing on their project. If
developers can’t count employee housing toward their mixed use, it will not get built
anywhere else in Springdale unless the “Workforce Housing Zone:” solves that.
Employee housing SHOULD be included in the mixed use requirements as it does
significantly help with housing shortages even if the employees are required to be
employed at the hotel to reside there.
3. raise building costs through the roof and continue to poise Springdale as an elitist
community who says they want employee housing but are unwilling to make any
necessary ordinance changes to make it feasible.
4. Alienate and brutally handicap any small land owners or existing “Type 2” operators
and incredibly benefit the 5 big players in town who will never be effected by this
ordinance since they have legally binding developers agreements which are not subject
to future ordinance changes. The economics of this will play out with higher room rates
in town excluding an entire population of visitors from being able to stay in Springdale.
5. Force long residents to sell their lots and move to more economically viable towns to
live out their life.

4. Public Budget Hearing - Resolution 2022-10 to open and amend the FY 2021/22
budget
Is there an available summary page showing the PnL for the Town and the Town’s
Balance Sheet?

END OF COMMENTS:
Thank you for reading and addressing these concerns,
Jonathan

June 20, 2022

Dear Town Council:
Regarding the Ordinance Revision: Net Developable Area Standard that would
exclude floodways and sloped areas in the calculus of allowable housing and lodging
units in commercial zones, our organization is unequivocally opposed to the proposal
due to the unintended consequences that would follow. We believe this would be
detrimental to the Village atmosphere that the current Town Code effectively
promotes and protects. In addition, it would harm the local economy and have a
direct negative impact upon the tax basis for the Town of Springdale.
Related to transient lodging, this proposal seeks to address a relatively minor
component as developable commercial land for this purpose approaches its limit
while unfairly penalizing a few select properties. On the basis of “perceived density”,
which is difficult to define, it introduces vague and subjective terminology currently
not found in the Town Code that sets a counter-productive precedence for future
updates. In addition, it is reasonable to conclude that the intention of the current
density standards (10-11A-7 and 10-11B-5) already accounts for the entirety of area
including floodways and sloped areas. Two acres of developed land and no
floodplain is objectively more dense than four acres with two acres developed land
and two acres of floodplain. The open space these areas provide has a real effect
upon the scale and atmosphere contribution of the property and shows that current
standards are working.
Citing the recent findings of Springdale’s Transient Lodging Task Force, visitors
staying in Springdale (the “ideal” visitor) park their cars in guaranteed off-street
parking and more frequently dine in our restaurants and shop in our shops, thereby
contributing greater to local sales and transient room tax. One unintended
consequence is certain: this revision would lead to fewer of the ideal Zion visitors and
otherwise encourage more to stay in Virgin, La Verkin, Kanab, etc. This change will
directly contribute to an increase in vehicular traffic congestion, the burden of which
is one of the greatest disruptions to our Village atmosphere in Springdale.

Over the years, Springdale has done a phenomenal job in establishing standards that
set this community apart from similarly tourism-adjacent destinations. Please consider
the overall harmful effect this change to the Code would have, while simultaneously
resulting in very little material benefit to the town, its business entities and residents.

Warm regards,

Nate Wells
General Manager, Zion Canyon Village

Zion Canyon Village | 147 Zion Park Blvd | Springdale, UT 84767

David J. West Gallery
Dear Town Council,
I just wanted to voice my opinion concerning the front setback requirements for Valley Residential and
Village Commercial zones. I did write in earlier to the work meeting for the planning commission
concerning this ordinance. I must have missed that it was on the agenda for planning commission again,
but I wanted to clarify that my concerns were emailed to the planning commission.
My property unfortunately falls into the category of being in Village Residential and being over 3/4 of an
acre so the setback would be contingent on the height of the home. I am also in the middle of wanting
to build, but waiting to see where the building prices and interests rates are so this ordinance will
definitely make an impact on what I do.
My issue with this requirement is the 18 feet height and the 50 feet setback with Valley residential.
There are not very many single story homes that are 18 feet in height, unless it has a flat roof. I would
invite you to go online and look at house plans, 20-25 feet is what I found to be normal for a single story
home. My other concern is I have an odd shaped property. If I set my house back 50 feet… because I do
want to have 9-10 feet ceilings and a gable roof so it will be taller than 18 feet… then I wouldn’t have a
back yard and I would be squished up with one of my back neighbors. I would have a HUGE front yard
for all the visitors along SR9… but no back yard to enjoy and also I don’t think my back yard neighbors
want my house to up against their property.
Also, something to think about… there are already 2 story homes surrounding my property., Most of the
properties surrounding mine would be exempt by the increase of the setback and could build up to 26
feet and 30 feet to the edge of their property, so it doesn’t really make sense that this ordinance would
help with saving the views of Zion Canyon because properties would be able to build with a normal 30
foot setback. Also, on saving the views of Zion Canyon, shouldn’t this ordinance be then applied to all
zones?
Solutions:
Do not pass this ordinance on increasing the setback to 50 feet.
Increase the height to 22 feet before the 50 feet is enforced.
Decrease the setback to 40 feet.
Have this be applied to all zones. Why is this only targeting valley residential and village commercial
zones?
I thought the General Plan encouraged a village atmosphere that is pedestrian friendly. I’ve seen so
many cute towns where there are residential homes sprinkled along the main street. Why are we trying
to hide the residential homes with a 50 foot setback? Why is this 50 foot setback not for all zones? If we
are truly trying to save the views in town then this 50 foot setback should be applied to all zones?
I just want all of you to know I love Springdale, and I understand we all want to keep the community a
beautiful inviting town, but, a 50 foot setback is pretty extreme for a property to then have a private
back yard. I’m frustrated that there are so many new ordinances that minimize what we are allowed to

build on our properties. I want to have a nice community, but I think we also need to have some balance
to all the recent restrictions especially when it applies to residential homes.
Thank you for reading my concerns,
Kindest,
MJ West

